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Places for Living
a speolal supplemeDt of the

'Daily~n
FrIMy, April B, 1872 - Vol. 5.'J, No. 11B

Everything
y~u

wanted

to know
about
housing ....
... but didn't know where to ask. Here it
is-twenty pages of Information for
singles and marrieds , apartment
dwellers and mobile home types, for the
on-<:amDUS crowd and the off~rnous
mass, for the high risers and the low
risers, and even the early and late
arisers. (As Gus Bode says, the later you
arise. the dearer the prize-parl<ing
places, that is). Surely. you'" find what
you're looking for herein.

In,lex
Page 2-Finding quality housing ~f
campus is no problem, city and
SIU officials ~r'
Page 4-Universlty's new modelhousing contract caUed effective
despite recent amendments.
Page 6-Student Tenant Union' aims
at helping landlords as weD as
students.
Page I-Dorm dwellers have pe~
sonal ways at looking out at the
world.
Page 9-0n-campus housing for
married students is now plentiful
Page I~The Housing Information
Center has the facts on where,
what kind and how much.
Page 12-Dormitory space is
available, but it may not lastPage 14-MObile home rental rates
are expected to decreasePage 15-An SIU couple shares a
home with a private zoo.
Page 16-SIU's first coed dorm is
pronounced a success-and there
may be more ~ 'em.
Page II-Thompson Point residents
seek more liberal visitation hours.
Page 19-A 1953 school bus makes a
neat home for an SIU studentThere's variety in Carbondale and SlU housing-from mobile
homes, to conventional houses, to apartments, to the University's higlHise dorms. And the word is that it's plentiful.
(Photo by John Lopinot)

Quality off-campus housing called abundan

4t

By &Ie IWI
Daily EI)'ptiu 8a.fI' Writer
Stude.nts should have no problem
finding good quality off-campus
housing this fall, according to
University and city housing
authorities.
"For the first time in many,
many years, everybody should be
able to have a decent place if they
want it," Jim Osbrcd, coordinator
at Housing Information Center,
said.
"There won't be the rush
everybody used to have each spring
trying to fmd a decent place to live
for next year," he said. "There will
be housing for everybody-and
probably the kind they wanL"
Osbrcd said it was difficult for
him to make an accurate estimale
d the number of new units available
for fall. But he said he expected at
lea t 3,000 new paces to be
available next year.
The University prohibits no one
from living off-campus, but freshmen and ophomores have some
r trictions, whereas juniors and
seniors do not, said Elwyn Zimme....
man, assistant dean of the Office d
Off-Campus Single Undergraduale
Students.
Juniors and eniors over 21 have
no regulations and are not required
to live in University approved
housing, he said. Freshmen are
required to live in freshmen approved housing, which usually is
residence halls having resident
counselors and resident fellows.
Sophomores, juniors and seniors
also may live at such housing.
SlIphc.more-approved housing includes residence halls or apartments with a resident manager to
supervise the facility, Zimmerman
said. Next year sophomore housing
can be coed, said Os brook.
Osbrook said Ulat thi s year
residence halls appro\'ed for freshmen had a capacliy of 1.816
students. This will be radically
reduced for fall because of dropping
the sex requir ment for ophomore
housing.
Of freshmen-approved residence
halls this year, only the Bapllst
Student Foundation and Wilson Hall
have requested to b approved for
freshmen next year, said Osbrook.
These two halls have a capacity of
appro.ximalely T.,o students, he said.
The number of sophomoreapproved housing units was 876 this
year and i expected to jump to
2,400 next year becau I' of approving coed
hOU SI ng for
sophomores. Osbrook aid.
Osbrook said it was impossible to
estimate the number of junior and
senior units. because the I' do not
have to be approved. The houl;ing
dfice carries a list of UOlts for
juniors and seniors, but not all units
are listed.
Zimmerman said all units which
request to be lis ted are, but the office makes no check of the quality d
the housing on the list for juniors
and seniors, because this does not
have to be approved by th Unive ....
sity.
The res id ent ouns lors and
managers are not there to supervise
sllldent behavior as much as to
supervise the facility itself and
provide services for the students,
Zimmerman said.
Zimmerman said he had rooms
for as little as SIO a week last fall.
Most residence halls run from S380
to $460 a qua rler. Apartments range
from $180 to $230 a quarler a student
for a shared apartmenL
John Yow, director of code enfo ....
cement for Ole city, said that, in
some of the larger new apartment
units east ofWaU Street :llunc, there
are over 350 units to be completed
by fall. He said he could not
I'stimate the number of units
available from new smaller apartment complexes next year.
The campus urban renewal
project north of Mill Street will not
make available any new apartments or dorms for next year, Yow
said. .. ' othing that has been sold
has come tJlrough thi office yet,"
hI' said. Yav.' l->stimated that the
l'arlit'St date housing from thi
projl'('t'could be planned on is 1973.
\'0'0" said the new housing was of
\'l'I)' I!ood quality. He also said the
numbt>r of complaints from students

about housang ha s decreased
markedly in the last three or four
months.
Be said thal the volume of new,
good quality housing probably
would force landlords of inferior
units to fix up their old places.
Osbrook said probably there
would always be broke-down places
to live in available, but that now
sllld nlS won' t be forced to live in
them.

" If a landlord is crummy, chances are he' ll always be crummy,"
he said. "And certain people like to
live in dumpy places though they
could Jive in a decent place for the
same amount that they pay to live in
an absolute rathole. I don't know
why. Maybe they consider the other
places too bourgeois fo r them. But
decent housing will he available for
all students who want iL "
Osbrook said tJle availability of
new housing was also forcing older,
less d s irilble places to lower their
prices. He mentioned one apartment complex that now rents to two

students for the same price it used
to rent to four.
The public housing project east of
Wall Street also has attracted many
students, according to its manager.
Mary Pass. She said more than half
d the occupants at the project are
sllldents.
Although few one-bedroom apartments are left, the project stiU has
many two and even more threebedroom places available. she said.
Another alternative to the usual
kind of residence hall living is the
student co-op arrangement at
University City. Here a student
board of directors works to keep the
ailing dorm on its feet on a nonprofit
basis.
Rent at University City was
Iav.'ered last year by $65 to $195 a
quarler. Rent rates are set up at a
Iiding scale, so if there is 80 per
cent occupancy, rates will decrese
to about 5158. If ther is 70 per cent
occupany, rates will be lowered to
SI81, said Steve Kukla. member of
the co-op.

More housing coming

•

An apartment complex. which is contributing to the increase of the

ofl-<:ampUs housing supply, is going up adjacent to the Lewis Park
shopping center east of the campus on Grand Avenue. More than 350
'its are expected to be completed in this area by fall.

Pinball machine attract TP residents
The two new pinbaU machines put
in the Thompson Point gameroom
have been a big success acconIing
to Rory Jones, Area Manager.
The machines were installed in
February. "We had many
suggestions that pinbaU machines
be put in the gameroom and complaints that there weren't enoulrt\
activities for sllldents, so we thought

we' d try it.. .. said J ones.
The gameroom is located in the
basement d Lentz Hall on Thompson Point and i open 2 p.m.-IO p. m.
daily to residents showing a Thompson Point meal tickeL
Pool and ping pong tables and
various sports equipment are also
available in the gameroom.

Special

3

rooms from

$498.00

ALL NEW FURNITURE
3 pc. bedroom suite
box spring
innerspring mattress
7 pc. living room grouping
7 pc. breakfast set
ALL THIS FOR ONLY 5498.00
3 floors of furniture to select from,
stop and see us. be convinced
low down payment, easy terms.

Bryan Furniture

~ome

loans to
buy-build-remodel
Home improvement loans to
add on-repair-impr.ove
Saving-passbookscertificates- 41/2
to 6
Christmas Savings
Money orders
. Travelers checks

%

CARBONDALE SAVINGS & LOAN
500 W. Main 549-2102
HE Classifieds are like Mom 's apple pie, bu t

215 N. Illinois

457-5657

~

au don 't haue 10 bake them as long.

,

SIU.
Housing Regulations
for 1972-73 .
All Single Freshmen Under the Age of 20 , not
living with parent or guardian, are required to live in
C8I'11)US residence halls, or similar privatelyowned residence halls.
The privately owned
residence halls must provide facilities, food service,
and supervision comparable to on-campus housing.
These students are not permitted to live in trai lars,
rooming houses, or apartments.

on-

\

l ''}

Sophomores under the age of 21, not living with
parent or guardian, are required to live in oncampus residence halls or University approved offcampus housing. Sophomore approved facilities include rooming houses and residence hall apartments. Such facilities are not required to provide
food service but must have University-approved
adult managers and are inspected and approved by
the University.

There are no tlniversity regulations for junior,
senior, graduate, married students, or those
students 21 years of age or over on the first day of
the quarter.
Violations of these regulations will result in a
denial of Mure registration unti I the violation is

corrected.

Southern Hills
married student apartments
effici'ency

1 bedroom
2 bedroom

$110 00 mo.
$120 00 mo.
$125 00 mo.

includes furniture and utilities
no pets

Family Housing Office-453-230 1 ext. 38

Housing contract defended
by off-campus student office
By Ra.dy n-au
Daily Egypdaa S&d Writer
The University's model offcampus hwsing contract lost a few
teeth over spring break, but according to Bob Wenc, coordinator ~
housing cwnselors from the Office
of Off-Campus Students, t.he
document is still effective and
beneficial to both students a.nd landlords.
Wenc said a legal decision by T.
Richard Mager, University lega l
cwnsel, has seriws ly hampered the
effectiveness ~ Clause Fwr in the
contract which provides that an arbitration board be set up to handle
landlord-tenant disputes.
As originaUy wrItten, the clause
called for disputes involving less
than $250 to be settled out ~ cwrt al
a hearing before an arbitration
board composed ~ students and
businessmen from Carbondale.
Failure to comply with the board's
decision wwld have resulted in the
University withholding an ~fending
student' s transcripts and aU services from a guilty householder.
Wenc said Mager's decision forbids
the
Universi ty
from
withholding s tudents' transcripts
for non-compliance with the arbitration board's decision.
" The binding power ~ the board
has heen ubstantially watered
lI own," said Wene. "The only
means we have now ~ enforcing tlle

~:Ij~'~ :b~tS~s~::oo~~.~.ative
According 10 Wenc, tlle penalty
landlord s will face for noncompliance is publicity about the
action. Students who disrega rd a
board decision will have the fact
published in the Greater Ca rbondale Chamber ~ Commerce news
letter which goes wt to most
hwseholders.
"It swnds kind ~ wishy-washy,"
said Wenc, " but I don' t think there
is any question that negative
publicity will adversly effect Ian-

d1ords. It is questionable. however
as to how this will alfeCl students."
Wenc said it may be hard for a
non-complying student to rent in
town and it may cause the landlord
to raise his deposit requirement He
also said there may be some difficulty in cashing checks.
Mager said he made his decision
because in his opinion the University does not have the authority to
act as a private debt collection
agency.
" I question the legality and value
cl having a model housing contract
at all," he said. " I really don' t think
it' s the University's business to
become involved in private legal
contracts between students and
townspeople."
Mager was extremely critical ~
the contract and its authors.
" The document was not draftM
by lawyers but by a bunch ~ commitlee men who have no legal
authority to do so," he said. "This
contract does not have the approval
~ my office "
Mager said his opinions are not
necessarily binding.
Doug Diggle ~ the student Tenant
Union feels that the new provisions
may cause some legal problems in
regard to civil rights if a student is
d nied service by a householder.
Aside from that., Diggle sa.id, he approves ~ the contract and encw rages students and landlords to
use it
Despite Mager's opinion on the
contract., Wenc said he gained approval from George Mace, Vicepresident for Student Affairs, to
print it He said he has printed 3,000
copies.
Wenc said the idea ~ a model
housing contract for students was
originally conceived by the Greater
Carbondale Area Chamber ~ Commerce in the winter ~ 1971.
" The University was easing
housing regulations and the riots
were still fresh in their minds," he
said. "The contract was thwght to

Luxury

be a good way ~ easing tensioo between students and townspeople."
Wenc said several student groups
became interested in the project.,
particularly the Coalition Against
Landlord Abuse. Eventually compromise was worked out and by the
spring ~ 1971, 3,000 copies were
printed. However , according Lo
Wenc, it wasn't until last fall that
people started USing them. He said
all but 310 copies were used.
" Thwgh the contract is voluntary
for both students and landlords,"
said Wenc, "Most ~ the big landlords and many ~ the smaller ones
make exclusive use ~ iV '
According to Wenc, the contract
contains two very important
clauses, one ~ which aUows termination ~ the lease for students in
the case ~ academic SUSpensIon
from the University. The other
provides for the arbitration board tc
be set up.
Wenc said his ~fice encwrag~
students and landlords to settle theil
disputes privately but when this is

DOt IIOIIibIe the utIitratioD board
CUI be called up at the request d
either party.
The board is composed d five
businessmen from Carbondale
selected by the Chamber ~ Commerce and five students chosen by
the SlU student Senate.
Townspeople 011 the bmrd include
Harold Calhoun, William Gile,
Velma Halstead, Richard Hunter
and Glen Williams. Student board
members include Penny Fowler.
Bob Peele, Paula Squeten, Jim
Stortzum, and Steven Ward.
In general, Wenc said, arbitration
proceediry!s ha ve proved to be successful in settling disputes.
However, he said, in several cases
the losing party had to be
threatened with the penalty of
publication 0{ his actions before he

::J::~ti::r cues are
"Even with the changes, the CIOIttract can still be efl"ective if it
receives wide enough community
support:." said Wenc. "At least it
wiU keep students out ~ CWrl"
Wenc said his lifice will seek ~
dorsement ~ the contract from the
Student Senate sometime this week.
The senate approved the cootract
last quarter before the changes
were made. He said the contract
already has the endorsement ~ the
Chamber ~ Commerce.
Students interested in using the
contract can pick one up in the Office ~ orr.(;ampus Students. in the
office ~ the Student Tenant Union
and in the Student Government ~.
fice in the Student Cenl .....

All types of
masonry supplies,
block and brick

Carbondale Concrete

S'ati.,tics prove
home is most
accident prone
An important part ~ any home
improvement shwld be safety. In
addition to power tools, hand tools
and other maintenance equipment.,
the well-equipped handyman should
have a first aid kit a\'ailable to cope
with common injuries.
Statistically the average home is
still the most accident prooe place
in the nation. And it becomes even
more dangerous when the home
handyman begins do-it-yourself
projects.
Accident preventioo and first aid
procedures shwld therefore be as
mucb a part ~ the home remodeling
project as the very plans for the ambitious undertaking.

would abide with the deciIica At

954 N.

lII.products

457-8721

~f/!!J
.:.

~

Personal Finance Co.
loans from
$50 to $5,000

1 202 W. Main St.
Carbondale, Illinois
phone 549-2196

• •
LIVlng

At

Wilson Hal
University Approved
On the edge of campus
Open all year
Air conditioned rooms
Choice of roommates
Carpeted hallways
Cafeteria in bldg.
Lorge parking lot.
Laundry facilities
Snack bar
Pool lounges
Ping pong lounges
T. V. lounges
Weight lifting room

25'

X

60'

OUTDOOR POOL
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Wilson Hall
·1101 S. Wall St.
Carbondale, III.
62901
(618) 457-2169

Carbondale Mobile
Home Park
:'

lots & mobile
homes for rent
2&3 bedroom
homes
10' x 50'
12' X 60'
water, sewer
trash pick up
mail service with
locked box
asphalt streets
concrete patios
concrete sidewalks

Carbondale Mobile
Home Sales

$399 50 down
for a 1 2' x 50'
Richardson, 10 yr.
financing.
Free delivery
Free set up
Free months lot
rent at our park.
Featuring:
Academy
Boise Cascade
( doublewides)

laundromat with 2S
new May tag
washers
children rec. area
basketball court service.

Concord
Indy
Richardson
Windsor
All quality Northern
built homes.

549-3000
(park number)

549-1000
(sales number)

Carbondale Mobile Home Park & Sales
High\Nay 5 1 North
Carbondale, Illino"is
~... HaUlIng
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Union strives to help
I,oth lan(llord, tenanl
By Bany C1eveIud
DUly EI)'pIiaa swr Writer

It couldn't be accurately
described as a union. Nor is it intended solely to help sWdents.
But although Its name may be
somewhat misleading, the SWdent
Tenant Union (STU) is attempting
to promoce good sWdent housing,
according to Doug Diggle, director
~ counseling services and one ~ the
organization's founders.
ST was formed in May, 1971, in
Carbondale and was formally
organized in October. According to
its constitution, the organization is
intended to " provide housing infor·
mation to students before they rent
and to help with all problems
related to student housing arising
during and after the term ~ in·
dividual housing contracts."
The first division ~ STU to swing
into action was the counseling service. which found quarters in the
OIverslly Ombudsman's ~fice and
began advising tenants fall quarter.
The counseling s taff is charged
with initiating. direcLing and
dev loping program that deal with
landlord· tena nt problems, disputes
and laws uits , as well as
familiarizing tenants with housing
cod , regu l.ations, contract terms
and laws.
Members of lh staff assi s t
lena nlS in disputes not requiring the
servic
of a lawyer. The tenant
union nrigina lly intended to hire a
lawyer on a parl' lim' basis to counsel s tudents, bUI niversi ty Legal
Counsel 1'. Ri hard Mag I' ruled
last fall that activily fee monies
cannot be u ed to hire a s tudent at·

tomey,
The counseling division bas closer
conlact with tenants than the other
divisions , Diggle said, but the
others are nonetheless necessary to
the organization' s purposes.
A survey is currently being conducted by the housing services
division, headed by Brenda Crimmins, a master's candidate in
family economics and management
The survey questionnaire, which
will be given to a random sample ~
about 600 s tudents in living areas all
over Carbondale, is designed to
determine living conditions in city
faciliti es and how s tudents feeJ
about their places ~ abode.
Th e ques tionnaire also asks
tudents to rate their current
housing according to plumbing,
heating, lighting, security, noise
levcls, food service, maintenance
and other area s.
Results of the survey will be compiled and distributed to students by
the end ~ spring quarter, Diggle
said. Ratings by price and facilities ,
whether or not STU considers
facilities acceptab le and how
tenants '.lte landlords may be included in the results.
Diggle aid more surveys may be
conducted in the fUlure in order to
provide as much information a
possible to tenants before they ign
contracts.
While the housing and counseli ng
divisions provide direcl services to
tudents, the executive action a nd
specia l proj ects divisions work
behind the scenes to nsure tile
union's s uccess.
The executive action division is
headed by Ray Buss, a doctoral

t!>ee US

studeat In I!CCIIICJIIlic& It maiaIainI
contact with 10caI code eriarcement
agencies and the Chamber ~ C0mmerce and acts as a Iiaisoa agency
between city, University and
students.
The special projects division is
the fund-raising arm ~ the tenant
union, Diggle said. Bitte Bilters, a
masters student in business administration, heads this division,
which not only procures funds (the
union was budgeted over $9,000 this
year from student activity fees) but
also handles overall administrative
chores of the union.
One problem which plagues the
union is a shortage ~ slaff members, particularly in the couRSeling
services division , Diggle said.
Currently, four students are acting
as voluntary part-time counselors,
along with Diggle. A class designed
to provide some basic training for
pr~pective counselors had to be
canceiled last quarter because of a
lack of interested students, but
Diggle said it is needed and may be
revived again if students express interest in iL
Diggle believes there is a definite
need for tenant counseling and services. So far, the union efforts hay
resulted in beller relations with
some landlords, but a lot of work
remains to be done, Diggle said.
And the Student Tenant Union
hopes to be in the midst of it all.

COlle official reports
llecrease in 'Violations
ByJ. . P.W.....
SCIIdnIl Writer

the number of Carbondale
building code violations is leveling
and on its way down, according
to John Yow, the city's acting code
director.
Checking the number ~ housing
violations for the months ~ January
through March (March figures have
not yet been calculated ). Yow said
that there have been only 228
violations-compared to 601 such
violations for the same period last
year. The 1971 tOlaI was 1,878.
There is a slight decrease in
building code violations, Yow said,
" because a Code Enforcement
Department does exist in Carbondale. Each year this number should
become smaller."
When asked how violations are
reported, Yow answered that they
are made by the residents as
complaints, by systematic housing
inspections, and by rooming house
inspections.
U odeI' the complaint system, Yow
said, there were 337 complaints last
year compared with 57 for the first
twe. months of 1972.
Some of these complaints, he added, consisted ~ abandoned autos,
faulty heating, electrical and plumbing systems, leaking roofs and improper garbage disposal.
Yow said that the systematic
~

Lillll ' ,11' IIII"il,. ,'au"I'
allllu~ ill/.: \HIIt'r halllllll'r
Botl1Cred by water hammer?
If pipes lam or shudder when
water is suddenly turned ~f. it may
be because tlleY have become limed
up with hard water deposits.
There are anti-hammer, shockabsorbing devices which can be in- spection to determine whether any
house is in violation ~ the code ensta lled on these pipes. Or, relief
can be gained by fastening pipes to forcement rules.
The main purpose ~ this system
s upports more sec u re ly , partirularly where a pipe turns a c0r- is to prevent further blight to certain houses, Yow said. This blight
ner.

~~~ngi~~~ti~;~~U;:

JOp 'l, ~bile It,om~

includes peeling paint, faulty plu.. ,
bing, broken windows, faulty step\
and porches or areas where weeds
and grass are overgrown, he added.
Under this system. Yow said, his
department' inspected
approximately 1,174 homes last year.
"And every violation that was
reported has been satisfied." Many
~ the \'iolations are minor ones, but
nonetheless they are hazardous,"
Yow said.

~~~':y~r=ou\

ted to 3(;1, Yow reported. From
January to March last year, there
were only 42 violations compared to
the 1972 figure ~ 90, which was
~alculated
for January and

February.
The Code Enforcement Department-consisting ~ the director and
four inspectors-has been working
in the Northwest neighborhoods,

~:e sa:;:~ T!: ':~~u:fn:t

Avenue and north ~ Main to the city
limits.

Glass & mirrors
Plexiglass
Glidden Paints
Auta paint

,

CRISPIN
glass & paint
401 1/2 N. III.
457-6916

'Loa1\,

~~
MAl N " WASH I N 6TON
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Win(low art expresses
(lorln (lwellers tastes
By Jan Tranchita
Daily Egyptian Stafr Writer

Maybe a resident of Mae Smith is planning

a barbecue.

Page 8, Deily Egypti., Housing Section, April 7, 1972

Everything from beer cans to peace symbols, to posters to flower decals, to
traffic igns. may be seen at one time or another during the school year in a
dorm window.
Inside, things may look even more different as each dorm dweller applies his
decorating talent to making his room a little mor like home sweet home.
While University officials tend to discourage pounding na ils and thumb tacks
into th walls, and probably cringe when the masking tape rips off the paint,
students Jiving in dorms have come up with a variety of ideas to make their
rooms a little different
Like han~in~ a blanket from ceiling to floor to make separate living compartments. Or hanging a fishnet across the ceiling, or changing the color of all the
light bulbs in the room.
Some who find their home away fTom home reaUy barren, may go as far as
waU-ta-wall posters and rugs on the floor. More prosperous students have the
money for flashing lights, a stereo set-up, or even a tv. AU these little touches
help make tlle barren places a litlle more liveable.

,

•

....................

Fewer married students
(utilize on-campus housing
By s.e MIIIeII
Ddy EIYJICiaa Starr Wricer

any major problems with the oncampus housing.
There are two oo-campus living
University housing officials say areas for married studenlsthai the decrease in applications for Southern Hills and Evergreen
married students is caused by three Terrace. Southern HiUs was buill in
factors-decrease in enrollmenL an 1958 with Phase 11 rl thai area adoverabundance ~ available housing ded in 19&0.
There are %72 apartments in
and ladt rl advertising.
James Dugger, On-Campus the area. They include 12 efficienMarried Students Area Manager, cies al $llO a month: IGO onesaid that the new housing eif- bedroom aparlments at $1210 a
campus has caused only a few month (among these eighl are
students that he knows to move out designed for a handicapped
couple); 1110 two-bedroom apartm the oo-campus housing.
Basically, the University still rl- ments al $1210 per month (including
fers the students a better deal than six for handicapped students. ) All rl
the rental charges include utilities
eif-campus housing. he said.
Sam Rinella, director ~. Housing and a $1 'activity fee.
The $1 activity fee goes to the
Business Services, commented on
some rl the advantages that on- area's activity council. 1\ is up to
campus married students housing the council to plan activities. mai ....
tain Ihe recrealion area for
\ eifel'S.
~ " The main advantage has always Southern HiUs and represenl the
been the lower rates. But I think the area in any complaints thai the
close proximity to campus, the land- students mighl have concerning
scaping, the facilities and just living housing.
Each building elects a represe....
close to other students are also important advantages to couples living tative. and the area elects office.r s
in on-campus housing," Rinella for the council. Dugger said thaI he
meets monthly with the council to
said.
Rinella said that he thought the discuss gripes students have about
excess housing would cause some the area.
In addition to the 22 buildings rl
mortgages to be forecla;ed in mfcampus housing but did nOl expect apartments, there are also a Iau ....

dIiIdrea.
AI EveI'JNeII Terrace is a federal

bouliDI

to check for possible claims against
real esla te before they purchase.
This can be accomplished by a title
search m separately located public
records for matters affecting real
estate.

A deed to the properly does nol
eliminate claims thaI others may
have. It simply transfers the seHer's
right rl ownership to the purchaser.
Many home buyers find it prudenl

Protection against possible hidden
land title problems thaI even the
most thorough search won't reveal
can be obtained through owner's
title insurance.

tbere

are

.,a,

dromat and a recreation area.
Dugger said the students can
arrange to have special events held
in the recreation areas such as: pal'ties, movies and other recreational
events. Southern Hills also has nine
playground
areas.
Unlike
Evergreen Terrace., Southern Hills
does have childless couples living in
the atea.
Evergreen Terrace however,
because rl an expected high rate rl
turnover this summer. will aUow
childless couples to renl apartments. This is the first time that
this has been permitted since the
area's opening in the faU m 19&11.
The apartments at Evergreen
Terrace are unfurnished in contrast
.to the furnished ones al Southern
Hills. Evergreen Terrace has ce ....
tral air conditioning. Southern Hills
does not.
Evergreen Terrace has 216 twobedroom apartments at $111 a
month (including nine designed for
handicap students) and 88 t.hreE.-bedroom apartments for $124. These
prices also include utilities and a $1
activity fee.
The activity council at E,'ergreen
is the same as al Southern Hills.
However, Dugger said, Evergreen
Terrace has a muclrmore active
council. He specula ted tha I the

estate as a lielL A preo.'iously u ....
disclosed heir rl a former owner
may appear and claim a share m
the value rl the home. These are
just a few rlthe kinds m problems
that can and do occur.

,rojec:t,

maximum IDCOIDeI for tbaIe IiWII
in that area and whicb mUll be eel'tif"1ed. For a family ~ two, the
maximum income is
for a
family ~ four. $7,550, and for a

family ~ five or six; .,710. .
The University bas ofrered a third
possibility for married students who
want to live oo-campus-University
Trailer Courts. However, this Ilrea
is being pbased ouL
AU contracts terminate Aug. 31.
bul is included in a 3O-day. intent-tovacate clause in the housing c0ntracts both for Southern Hills and
Evergreen Terrace. This aUows
residents in both areas a chance to
gel oul ~ their contracts al any time
during the year. withoul penalty. if
\hey notify the housing oITJCe 3)
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IOIDe .peclaI c1reu.........
IbauId
_ _ l1li.
tall be waiwd,'H Duaw ......
He said die bi&I8t tIInIOVW is iD
the IUIIIIDeI' aDd the faIL " .._ II
the n!IicIeIIa. stay tbrGu&b wiaIIer
and spriQg."
Duaer said that receat IlUblidfl

about tbe on-campul houlIIll

situation iDdicalel tbat a Ia«* ~ ad~ bas played a role in the
decrease in appIDtioas.
"Since the publicity, we bave bad
mare applications for tbaae ......
Part ~ the pnlblem is that for ao
long it was SOIDewbat cIiffiaIIt to.into the University's OIH:ampul
married students bcIusiIw- Now we
must educate students to the fact
that it reaUy is more available," be
said.

On the fence
about housing?
The think about these facts: our mobile homes cost less than
you may think and with expert designing you can have all the
space you need. So get off the fence and let us show you our
new models at prices anyone can afford.
several to choose from
all sizes
all decors
we 5efVice what we sell
we woo't be undersold
bank financing-10% down , 10 YIS.
open 7 days a week

Title insurance protects buyers
A home is a peculiar kind rl purchase, quite different from buying
items which are owned outright
Although an individual may be the
only purchaser involved in a home.. buying transaction, others may
claim rights to the property.
Sometimes these rights prove valid.
There may be an easemenl to
restrict use rl the land. The seller
may not have paid taxes and the
debt may be lodged against the real

'-
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Upside DoINn George

Carterville on route 13 E.

Guru Getmi Hy Ah says: I found eternlll pnc:e in the DE classifieds
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Fine furnishings and a well built structure
do not make an apartment. A real apartment includes something beyond just
quality; something that has to do with not
only what a home is, but, also where it is,
We took this fact into consideration when
we designed LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS. We wanted the best location we
could find in carbondale and we got it.
LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS are located
on East Grand street within easy walking
distance of Southern Illinois University, a
shopping center, a theatre, several fine
restaurants and a department store. The
units themselves are furnished in fine
Mediterranean style. The kitchen in each is
fully equipped right down to the dishwasher. The apartments are fully air con-

• • •

ditioned and are available in a
"Townhouse" room arrangement.
The complex itself has more than ample
paved parking space. Facilities include a
SWimming pool, club house, post office, and
community center, Everything is designed
for your convenience.
We're now accepting reservations for the
Fall '72 quarter. OUr units are not a series
d boxes. They are quality apartments that
would be a welcome change from dormitory living. If you're ready to move;
ready for quality living, give us a call at
457~22,

We'll make an appointment so that you can
see firsthand our quality apartments.

'-

LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS

A NEW CONCEPT IN LIVING

Developed by the Valley Forge Corporation 92 Luckie Street, Atlanta, Georgia

Housing no longer scarce,
Information Center reports
By Moaika Cr.eIuIk

Studeal Writer
This will be \h(: first year that
stlldents won't have to worry about
the availability fX a place to live
next faU, said James Osberg, coordinator fX the Campus Housing Information Center.
I n past years, the only students
assured fX living s pace were those
who started searching early in the
spring quarter. That woo't be
,necessary this year, Osberg said.
He attributes the availability fX
housing to the fa.c t that many new
apartments have been built in Carbondale. " In facl, Carbondale is in
danger fX being over-buill," a memo
ber fX the Illinois Savings and Loan
Commission Lold Osberg.
Along with the influx of trailer
courts, Carbondale has more living
space available than people to fLll il,
according to Osberg. The first units
to suITer from the added housing are
the old houses and residence halls,
Osberg believes.

"New places will go up and \h(:
old, run-down houses either will
have to lower their rents, or they
wiU not be able to compete,"
Osberg said.
"Of the approximately 5,800
spaces availabe in campus
residence halls, there are about 700
vacancies," Osberg reported. " Occupancy in fXC-campus dormitories
is about 1,200 to 1,300, with 1Il00
spaces being available," he added.
"Basically, stlldents appear to be
more interested in places where
they can cook, as well as to enjoy
certain freedoms not available to
them in the dorms."
Housing regulations apply only to
freshmen and sophomores, said
Osberg. The formerly applied to all
classes with the exception of
married students and those over 21.
" When juniors and seniors had to
live in University-approved
housing, we had to inspect all the
houses and apartments," Osberg
recalled. " Those places had to meet
the minimum city s tandards, which

Prope rty d eed supplie
own e r "' proof of purcha e
The purchase of a home is
probably the largest single financial
investment a family will ever make.
II takes a well· prepa rt.'<l, properly·
executed and delivered deed to
es tabliFh ownership.
Drafting deeds IS a job for' ex'
perts. according to the American
Land TitJ As.,ociation. A deed must
be carefully prepared in a ll its
df'lails and must be ill proper form .
It IOU ' I be signed. acknowledged,
a nd deli\' ·red. ont.ents mus t be at~
t'Urate and complete.
The price or consideration paid in
tht· transaction normally is stated in
the deed. Words are generally in·
c1uded to d monstrate the owner's

present int en t to conve y the
property, and to describe the rea l
estate concerned.
Recording the deed in the dfice d
the local recorder fX deeds is done
immediately after closing a transaction to establish title d record
and Lo guard against the deed being
lost or destroyed.
II protects against the former
owner selling the property a second
time and assures that judgements
against the former owner will not
become liens on improperly stated
marital status, and mIssIng heirs.
An owner's title insurance policy
will protect the home buyer against
this kind d hidden real estate pit·
fall.

were pretty low," he added. "The
University did not want the responsibility d approving really poor
housing."
One change in the regulations for
sophomores that Osberg mentioned
is that they will be allowed to live in
approved c<H!ducational housing.
He predicts thal, in the futllre,
campus housing will change its
structllre to make it more appealing
to juniors and seniors. He also
thinks that graduate students should
be allowed to live 00 campus.
Such changes would imply the lifting d restrictioos now placed OIl
dormitory residents. Residence
halls would be c<H!d, visitation
wwld be open and some halls would
have facilities for cooking, Osberg
pointed wL

Home· I,u,i It
',ook shel'Vps
are e(l.sy
Building your own library shelves
is reaUy easy. First you begin with
selecting a bare wall in the house.
Then you have to procure the
materials. One d the most popular
d~it-yourself libraries begins with
press boards, cinder blocks and
colored burlap.
The press boards can be cut into
any desired length, usuaUy 8' x l ' x
1'. This allows for the weight of the
books, and is a standard size. The
boards are then covered with the
colored burlap.
The cinder blocks are painted a
flat black.
The blocks are then arranged
three to the eight inch board, alternating the cinders, lenth-wise and
then width-wise for each level.
Regular bid shelf supports are
then anchored to the wall and the
top two boards for added supporL

Summer Quarter Rentals
""Ole best rates, service,
and a friendly atmosphere."

ca rtervi lie:
Efficiency apartment. fumished , A:t: .. utilities included

S84.SO/mo.
Large 1 bedroom apartment. AC., appliances

Two Bedroom houses. AC., fumished

Crab Orchard Estate:
located 3 miles East of Carbondale on New At 13. beside Epp's

V.w.
New one bedroom apartments, fumished, AC., for married
and single-best balue in Carbondale area

Sl10.00/mo.

Three bedroom house, AC., fumished

SlSO.00/mo.

..

carbonda Ie:
Two and three bedroom mobile homes, AC .. fumished
S130.00/mo. and up
Two bedroom house. AC., fumished

For details call Bill or
Penny at

549~12

HUNTER BOYS
R.R. Salvage--surplus stocks--distress mdse.
Spring Clean up - Fix up Aids

2" x 4" 7'
Lots & Lots of 1" by Dimensional Lumber
Loads of
Skads of
Plenty of
Mirrors -

2" by Dimensional Lumber
Mouldings and Door Jams
H.C. Flush Doors from
$2.00
Full Length Door
$2.95

Beds ? We have them from

Hunter Boys
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$29.95

S24.9S
Desk - Sfudent
Desk - School
S3.50
Desk - Office - Executive Dble. Pad. $99. 9S
Chairs - office
Ranges - Magic chef
Refrigerators - Norge
Air Conditioners - Norge
Dinette Sets
Tents
Mini Bikes
Lawn mowers

We have thousands of other items in our three stores
and we also have ·a book store with thousands of books.
come see at

Open 8

S89.00/mo.

Two bedroom mobile homes, AC .. fumished

with material s from the

Paint Low as
$1.99 gal.
Exterior Stains
$4.95 gal.
Carpeting - Large Selection
Cabinets - Misc. Wood and Metal
Paneling - Wood Wall
PlywooQ - 4' x 8' X :Va" - V2'- ¥a" - 3,4"

SHlO.OO/mo.

SSS.OO/mo. and up

Highway 51 North
Carbondale 457-2141, 457-2641
5 6 days, closed Sunday. Have a nice day.

Sl50.00/mo.

~

Try rl, You' I-I - i e it!

Live at the most complete SIU
approved co-e-d apt. complex
•
in Carbondale
FEATURING
" Newly decorafed and redesigned
occupancy arrangements
,. 3 bedroom town house apts. For
4 students, 1 200- square feet
of room _1,2,3 bedroom apts.
For 2,3,4,5, or 6 students

"I

I

I WITH

~I

-

Wall to wall carpating
Full Kitchens & baths
Fully furnished
Air conditioned
Maintenance service

-

Outdoor swimming pool

Ample parking
Security during breaks
Maximum lease of 3 quarters
Special prices for summer
and
Conveniently close to campus
for

information
-or-

Slop by
~

1207 So. Wall

I
.1

I
§

CglI

457-4123
549-28-84(5al.)

WALL STREET QUAD A GLES
~~
I ~~~~~

1_2IIn

SIU APPROVED FOR SOPHOMORES & UP
Dally EgypIIan Hauling Section. April 7. 1972.
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Dorms have space,
but not for long
By ....... WIIIIrer

DIIIIy EIYJIIIu 8 . . Writei'

The east campus housing complex. the area of SIU's high rise dorms. includes Neely Hall, ~
the left, and Mae Smith Tower. right. The Universily has on-campus housing for 5.843 singre
students.

The University is losing money
because rl vacancies in OIt'campus
single student housing. according to
JO&epb Gasser, rl Housing Services.
But it may not be that way next faU.
He said that a 95 per cent 0ccupancy is needed if campus
housing is to reach a break'i!'Ven
point and that occupancy is now at
• per cenL
" There is DO profit motive," he
said. "To break even is the profit
because it allows us to pay all rl our
bills. We ask just enough from the
students to meet our ob~ations."
He said the reason that the
housing is not full is that the number of freshmen students has
decreased and that more transfer
and graduate sllldents are corning
to sm and they don't want to live on
campus because rl the changing life
style rl sllldents."
" They want to live riC-campus
and be able to come and go as they
please," he said. "Grads couldn' t
live here even if they wanted to. "
At the present ume, he said, the
population rl single students living
on campus consists rl "53 per cent
freshmen, 31 per cent sophomores,
U per cent juniors and 5 per cent
seniors."
He said he anticipates that single
sllldent OIH:8mpus housi~ will be
" full or nearly so" in the fan quarter because of the "housing
regulations promulgated by the
Board rl Trustees."
He said that all students were
recei\1ng information with their
grade slips, informing them rl
where they should or should not be
living.
Housing regulations for 1972-73
stat.e that, " All single freshmen under the age rl 31, not living with

fW~~: '=d:::U::'

~i/!~~a!~~

not permitted to live in trailers,
rooming houses or apartments.
"&phomores under the age rl2l,
not living with parent or guardian,
are required to live in OIH:8mpus
residence halls or University alt;
proved off-campus housine.
"There are no University
regulations for junior, senior,
graduate, married students, or
thor;e students 21 years rl age or
over on the fIrSt day rl the quarter.
"ViolationS rl these regulations
will result in a denial rl future
registration until the violation is
corrected. ..

University OIH:8mpus housing for
the single student includes Thomp..
son Point, University Park, Bnash
Towers, Southern Acres M.en' s
Residence HaU and VTl Dorm. '
Jefferson Humphrey, dean rl east
campus housing, contends that
rates for living in on-campus

:::!I.:e~~:;~. ~ long run,

He explained that the governance
system fir campus housing consists
rl floor government, house counse"
and an area board.
Each floor has it's own government which consists rl a president
and other officers. The presidents
from the floors make up the house
counsel and they deal with matters
concerning the dorm. One rl the
members from each house counsel
is selected to sit on the area bclard.
The area board helps to plan activities based on the interests rl the
residents. A standards boar"
(judicial), also part rl the governance system, helps to dec:ide the
outcome rl charges misdemeanors
and other violations and misconduct
under the rules and regulations,
Humphrey said.

it might be ok for the birds,
but why not get In the sWIm
of things this summer.
live it up at:

C.'''o"n Vllllef A,II,'men',
directly behind penney's on old route 13 east
summer rates per month for furnished opt.

all units have living room, ki.tchen, bedroom,

efficiency

$105

both, and are all electric.

one bedroom

$130
$135

water, sewer, trash pick up furnished.

two bedroom

laundry

OUTDOOR POOL
co-ed---single and married couples
- PIge 12. Deily Egyptian Housing Section, April 7, 1972
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Student may find future mobile home rates lower
ByDarylS.,...
Dally ElYJICIu S " W....

Students who are considering
Uving in mobile homes summer and
rail quarter may find the situation a
UtUe easier than it was in the past.
John Ham, president ~ the
Greater Egypt Mobile Home
Association. said that "the trend
seems to be that mobile home rents
will drop in the future."
The main reason for this, he said.
is that there bas beer! ;t sizeable iDcrease in the supply ~ hOlJSing units
in the Carbondale area over the past
few years. This includes, Ham said,
an increase in tht' 'OIIStnIction d
apartments and tL expansion d
many mobile home parits.
"Because the number ~ rentable
trailers is increasing, " he said,
"competition among landlords is iDcreasing which is driving the rents
down. "
However, the Jackson County
Board of Supervisors recently
passed an ordinance which provides
for a tax on all mobile homes in the
county at a rate between 10 and 14
cents per square foot, depending on
the age ~ the mobile home
Fears have been expressed by
mobile home tenants that landlords
would meet the tax by raising rents.
Ham said that this is not likely to
happen and added that since mobile
home owners do not have to pay for
at least a year, there will be IitUe effect on rents i.n the i.mmediate
future.
Gale Williams, state representative and owner d Carico Trailer
Court and Green Acres Trailer
Court, said the tax will certainlv

hurt, but he does DOt plan Ie. meet
the increased CICIIt by raisiJ>g rents.
Williams agreed that increased
off-campus housing wiD probably
cause mobile home rents to
decrease, especially in the faD.
Furthermore, he said, SlU's
earollment is likely to decrease in
the future rather than increase.
This, he said, would further iDcrease the amoont ~ available
housing and coocurrenUy cause a
decrease in rents.
Ham estimated that 10 per cent ~
the mobile homes in the Carbondale
area are rented by students.
The average rent is OIrrenU):
about $120 to $125 a montb for a
married couple, said Ham, and for •
two single students it is ahoot $l5O a
month.
Elwyn Zimmerman, assistant
dEan ~ the Office ~ orr-Campus

~i!f~~f~~:~:O!:'!:tt~

homes, spaces to park them usually
rent from $SS to $50 a month.
Both Ham and Williams agreed
that the main advantages to Uving
in a mobile home are that there is

: :~~V~ts~~oanbea~u:~
for apartments.
However, said Ham, there is a
disadvantage in that mobile homes
deteriorate faster than apartments
and thus older units are more likely
to have problems witb upkeep. In
addition, WilJiams said, most
mobile home parits are located a '
considerable distance from campus
and, since SIU bas discontinued bus
service, commuting is an
"especially acute problem."
There is disagreement ahoot how

Outlook I)right for renlprs;
pricp relluction... prpd iclpt/
By Chuck Nutra
SIude.. Writer
A predicted housing surplus in
Carbondale next fall could mean
lower rents and better off-campus
housing for next year's s tudents.
According to Howard Lamber t,
owner of Lambert Heal Estate and
Insurance. " We are not raising our
rents nex t fall . and in some cases
we're lowering them in a nticipation
of ove rbuildi ng. "
Oth r agency owners, such as
Gal e Will iam s . owne r of Gale
WiUiams Hentals. seem to have
similar fear thai a housing surplus
is being created by the recent
building of a partment complexes in
the area.
.. urr nUy, we have plan to
lower the re nts next fall on our
Kings a nd Qlleens apartments from
S195 to S175 a quar ter." William
sa id.
Trends in the type of housing
students a re seeking also may effect
the prices s tudents will pay for rent
nex t year.
Beth Miller, secretary for J .R.
Parris h Real E s tate believes that
people a rc moving away from living

in groups. As a result, less demand
for this type d housing next year
could wind up in lowe r ..ents to the
student who lives with a group.
" I feel that more ·tudents are
leaning toward tra ile r rentals."
Mrs. Miller said. " And I believe
that the price of rental prices for
trailers will remain relatively constant as a result of Ule demand."
Williams suggested that s tudents
who a re looking for off - campus
hous ing start at the SI housing d fice to find out what is a vailabl e.
From this point. he sa id that one
should go ' hoppi ng a nd look a t the
property.
This presents the s tudent with the
opportunity to obtai n Informa tion
from the departing tena nts about
the landlord's quality and quantity
of service. William said. "Such
ca ution can pr e ve nt mu ch
dissatisfaction in the future for the
tenan!. "
There seems to be a common
belief among realtors that now is
the time to begin looking for hous ing
in the fall .
" This offers students a wider
selection of housing and keeps them
from getting into a bind come fall ."
William said.

JRP

J.R Parrish
Realty and insurance

Complete service
residential- commercial- farmsappraisals-property management
103 S. Glenview Dr.
457-3344
Richard Diederich
John R. Parish
457-5687
457-2396

~ mobile bomeI there are in
Jac:Uoo Coonty. Aecording to the
lJ70 CIeDIUS, there are 1,5JD in the
county. However, both Williams and
Ham said that there are at least
7,000.
The largest mobile heme part in
Carbondale is Carbondale Mobile
Homes north <i. the city 00 U.S. iii.
0wDed by Gordoo Parrish En~

pri8es, it bas about 4IiO to . ,
spaces, Ham said.
Another major owner is Velma
Halstead ~ 616 E. Park. In her two
parks, ROItaDDe Mobile Home Part
and Glisson Mobile Home Park, she
bas about :aGO spaces.
Other major owners are Ct.Jrk
Glover m lOt S. Marion. who owns
Ct.Jrk's Mobile Home Ranch. COOD-

The new communication
system in town brings
you the following service for

$5.50
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel

Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel

KlVI
WSIL
KMOX
KSD
WPSD

2

3
4
5
6

Channel 7

per month
ABC
ABC
CBS

St. louis
Harrisburg
St. Louis
St. Louis
Paducah

NBC
NBC

LOCAL CARBONDALE PROGRAMING
such as:
Five Hours of Local News Dai:y
Carbondale Cablegrams
Merlins Rock & Roll Revival
Saluki Sports
Specials designed for Carbondale

8
9

Carbondale
CPS
Independent
S1. Louis
Independent
Paducah
Independent
St. louis
Cape Girardeau
CBS

WSIU
KDNL
WDXR
KPLA
KFVS

10
11

12

24 - Hour TIme & Weather Information

Channel 13

Cablevision bring you more T.V. pictures and better T.V. pictures.
Monthly Cablevision Service Charge is ss.so for first outlet.
Your 511 .00 deposit is refundable at time of disconnect.
Installation Charge of 510.00

cablevision Offices: Murdale Shopping Center
Telephone 457-3361

1111\\
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for all your real estate
and insurance needs
Opportunity knocks about 200 times

a day in the DE classifieds
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try Estates, Lake Heights and
Pleasant Vally which total about'"
~ 900 ...
Park, whose Chapman Mobile
Home Park, Wildwood Mobile
Home Park and Sootl)em Mobile
Home Part have ahoot 175 spaces
and Clyde Arnold ~ RFD 6 who
CM'IIS Pleasant HiD and Cedar Lane,
which have ahoot 150 spaces.

spaces; Hubert Chapman

MAIN. WASHINGTON

Private zoo helps mak~ lite
~interesting for SIU couple
J_
By

RIIIerU -

S. . . . Writer

Tim and Kathy Merriman fmd
that raising guinea pigs, mice. rats,
snakes, sparrow hawks, and tlogs in
a trailer can be a little trouble.
Tim Merriman. a SIU faculty
member, is employed by the sru
Outdoor Laboratory. He has a
~chelor's degree in zoology and a
~ter's in botony. His work at the
Outdoor Laboratory lies principally
in the areas mconservation and enviromenlal education. A native cI
Vandalia, Tim's interest in animals
and nature reaches as far back as
his early childhood.
"I've always loved animals,"
Merriman said. " My mother was an
influenoe on me. She would take in
any stray animal which look.ed at
.~ cross-eyed. My wife is the same
"ay."
Kathy Merriman, senior in
biology, fmds her husband' s work
and interests tD be compalable with
her own.
"I really like all cI these guys,"
she said, referring to the trailer's
managerie.
They raise the animals mostly for
their own gratification. although
they sell some cI the animals tD
defray the cost cI keeping the
others.
"We have no real commercial interest in these animals," Merriman
said. "We sell our guinea pigs, rats,
and mice tD individuals and pet
stores. There is just enough preiit in
it tD pay for the food and wood chips
which the rest cI. the animals
require "
Merriman said he considers the
local pet stDres to be rip-off
establishments, inflating their
.prices in order tD make an unjustifiable profit.

"These pet stores really
aggravate me." he said, "they don't
wani the breeder to make
anything. "
"For example. take that animal
Lhere," he said, indicating a White,
long-haired guinea pig. "They'd give
me $Z dollars for it, and then charge
somebody else anywhere between
S6,S9 dollars for the same animal"
The Merrimans also occassionally
enter their guinea pigs in pig c0ntests, an activity similar tD a dog
show. Although most peqI\e are
unacquainted with them. guinea pig
shows are popular throughout the
world.
"They!re bigger in Canada and
England than tht'y are here,"
Merriman said. "Before WWlI, they
were fairly popular in this country,
but then interest seemed to dwindle.
Lately, however, their seems tD be
resurgenoe cI popularity in this
country, with more peqlle taking an
interest in the raising cI guinea
pigs." ..
The Merrimans are members cI
the SouthwestIUinois Mil-Mon Kavy
Club, a group interested in the
raising, breeding and showing cI
guinea pigs.
The Merrimans currently have 24
guinea pigs, kept in cages slacked
in various parts cI their mobile
home. They plan tD keep breeding
them until they have a population cI
around 100.
They also keep anywhere between
20 and 200 mice. Some they sell tD
interested parties, and some they
use for food for the snakes and for
the two sparrow hawks which hop
and fly around the trailer's interior.
Although it is usually assumed
that a wild bird cannot be kept in
captivity, the sparrow hawks they
keep seem tD be suffering no ill effects.

"I try not tD keep animals which
would be miserable in captivity,"
Merriman said. "One m the birds
we have was hit by a car and has an
iJUured wing, and the other was
traPP.ed by a kid who kept it for
awhile and then got tired m it."
Merriman's interest in his snakes
are prmessional
"I use the snakes educationally at
the outdoor lab," Merriman said.
"We're trying tD educate peqlle tD
the function m the snake in the environment, and are trying tD convinoe peqI\e tD step killing them."
Merriman sees IIOthin8 odd about
keeping what amounts tD a private
zoo in his home.
"My wife and I see nothing wrong
with keeping all cI these animals in
here," Merriman said. "In fact, we
enjoy them very much."
The Merrimans, who currently
reside in the Carbondale Mobile
Home Trailer Parit, north cI town
are attempti.ng tD purchase a farm.
TIley plan tD slay in Southern
Illinois.

"We really love this part cI the
country, "
Merriman
said.
" Everything we want, and are interested in. can be found down
bere."
Merriman's interest in nature and
ecology is not limited tD the campus
or his trailer. He takes an interest in
community affairs, exemplified in
his chairmanship cI the local Conservation Committee, and by his
seat on the Board cI Directors mthe
Southern Illinois Audobon Society.
The Merrimans feel that the environment, ecology, and nature in
general, playa large and important
part in their lives.
"We have virtually 110 bobbies or
interests other than those which
relate tD the biological sciences,"
Merriman said.

Redecorating ideas important

ACE HARDWA.I
For ALL your hardware needs.
We carry a complete line
of brand names
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the way cI prices. The amount cI the
estimate, however, is not always a
good guide tD choice. The guality cI
work should be taken intD account
also.
Visiting one cI their jobs, talking
tD their customers, ba nker, or
material suppliers should provide a
good preview cI how reliable and
competent they are
In planning and in dealing with
workmen and suppliers, it is a good
idea tD " get it in writing" . Every
item and cost should be listed bv the
homeowner in his plan. no matb'r
how insignificant; and the terms cI

any colored
light bulb

~

~i7ll1m~

Most people
over-collect
Homes seldom have too few accessories. Most people tend to
" collect" too many. This is wh): it is
important tD recognize that:
1. An undecorated area is better
!.han one that is poorly decorated.
2. Accessories should not be
chosen merely tD fill an t'mpty
space or be just " things" on a wall
3. They should ref\ect your own
personal tastes or interests.
4. [f something is decoratively
POOR design, then have the
courage tD discard it, If sentimentally attached, relegate it tD pers onal quarters rather than
displaying it prominently in livi.
or entertaining areas.

Eaton & Bro\Yn
ppliance Center

Model M 1535CH
weighs only 151b.
portable controls
front coni
front sound

Eaton & Brown
207

s. IWNOIS' CARBONDALE

~
5§:

207 W. Main

also a FULL line
of GE appliances

Great Desert
Waterbeds

~

Ace Hardwar.e

agreements should also be spelled
out.
Every item cI work tD be done
should be clearly described and
payment arrangements outlined.
Checking a c:xttract with a lawyer
before signing it can be helpful
The vast array cI plans and
beautiful decorating and furnishing
materials can make the initial and
later slal!es cI remodelilll! like a
vision cI utter delight and a night·
mare cI impossible choices.
To a certain extent, the cost and
the possibility cI regaining the investment if the house is sold will
govern the choice.

H20 + BEl :
GREAT DESERT

iii

----

25c OFf

Use of 'how to' plans makes
.. remodeling ·more effective
A little more comfort or the
realization cI a dream house are the
us ual reasons for going into
remodeling a room or a whole
bouse. Whatever the desired effect,
planning is the key tD success.
The public library should be one
cI the first places tD start planning.
Several guides exist tD structure,
materials, plans, and general
remodeling " how-tD".
In addition tD the guides, the
library has current and back copies
cI the many magazines devoted tD
homes. A study cI the articles,
illustrations, and the advertisements will give a good idea cI
the possibilities that exist.
If the remodeling involves structural change. homeowners might do
well tD consult an architect on the
variations available or merely on
the soundness of the proposed
change.
Labor and materials present
major problems ... who can best su~
ply the one and which cI the many
kinds and qualities cI the other
should be used.
ConLractDrs or woritmen with
good local reputations should be
chosen. Bids from two or more can
give a fair idea cI what to expect in

~

118 S. Illinois
I~Across

from the R.R. Station"

457-5321

Coed dorm
.
expanslon
announced
By J_ TrMdIlIa
DIlDy EIYJIIl- swr Wrtfer

•

Steagall Hall was the first d~
mitory on campus to offer coed
housing last September, and results
were so successful that plans are
underway, hopefully. to expand the
idea to other residence halls next
year.
These plans have not been okayed
by the Board t:X Trustees, but WiU
Travel stead . assisLant dean of
s tudenl services al Thompson Point.,
hopes his
perimenl wiU be approved for next year and that al
least Steagall Hall. if nol other dormitories in Thompson Point., will be
coed.
A decision should be made within
the next two weeks conce.rning approval t:X expansion of the program.
Trllv lslead said. "There are many
students wanting to get in to coed
residence halls," he said.
StU is the first major stat~
supported school lO have men and
women living in alternating s uites
on the same floor of a buildi~ .
Travelstead said. This is possible
because a private bath was constructed between every two rooms
(Continued on Page 17)

Scenes like these would not have occurecl a few years ago. but
times have changed. It is now normal to see males and temaJes.
at all hours, somewhere in Steagall Hall. SlU's first coed oncarT1XJS dorm. The experiment has been so successful that
plans are being made to convert other dorms to coed residency.

University Bank
Bank Financing costs
you less. See us
before you buy.
member
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Save by renting
what you need
to use only
occasionally:
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Rates
Rent almost

anything
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lVIain
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Otteson Mobile Homes
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toed dorm great success;
'1972-3 plans before Board
(Continued from Page 16)
in some of the residence halls,

~~::::S~tys:,~ru:.s~e.not
been able to experiment with coed
dorms because their residence halls
were comtructed with ~ showers
and not individual facilities, as in
Thompson Point..
The coed hall originated as an experiment because of student
requests, Travelstead said. As part
of this experiment, students who
returned to SlU facilities in January
received a questionaire from
.-..velstead asking what type of
housing
arrangement
they
preferred.
" About fifty per cent of the
students polled said they would like
the coed arrangement," he said.
The other half wanted to remain in

separate housing facilities, he said.
The 120 students living in Steagall
Hall came to school two days early
in September to receive a special
orientation
coordinated
by
Travelstead and resident counselors
John and Mary Mickus. After
speaking to the group, Mrs. Mickus
br<*e them up into smaller groups
to discuss activities, hours for
visitation, ejection of dorm officers
and some other important topics,
she said.
Mrs. Mickus said there have been
no major problems except the
regular ones experienced in any
type of dorm. The only reason the
entrance doors are locked at all
time is to keep out curiosity
seekers, Travelstead said.
"This is really like a regular
dorm," he said. " The only difference is that there is more par-

THIS IS THE PLICE

ticipation and more leadership expressed by the kids living here." he
added.
Mrs. Mickus said she was really
pleased at the amount of participation among the residents. "1
was really surprised when so many

students showed up, and in costume,
at our Halloween party," she said.
Students who live in Steagall Hall
this year react very favorable to
coed living, she said. She feels that
they are a much closer and much
friendlier group of students than the
girls residing in the dorm in which
she was resident counselor last
year.
Mrs. Mickus agrees with
Travelstead, that there should be
more coed dorms. The majority of
students she has spoken with
desiring coed housing are male. she
said.

This is my new State Farm office-where I can better
serve you with the best in car. home. life and health
insurance. I invite you to call or drop in anytime .

Bob Bahr
1202 W. Main
549-1114
_ _ _,

Carbondale
T.V. Mart & Api. Center
213 S. III.
457-6656
Fischer Hi-Fi stereo equipment is the first and oldest
established stereo sound on the market today. Fischer
for several years has received the winning line at
Consumer Electronics Shows. See the complete line of
Fischer now at Carbondale T.V. Mart and Sound Center

ST"Tl rAAIiINSU."NCl COII'''"llS • _
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Travelstead is well awale rl tbem.
"I will not give an the balls ,.
hour visitatioo since some students
do not wish to be bothered with the
invasioo rl privacy," he said.
"The ultimate answer is to give
students an optioo and let them pick
a place to live," Travelstead said
Beginning with fall quarter rl19'l2,
there is a possibility rl such an ~
tion being made available to the
students at Thompson Point,
Travelstead said Visitation policy
will differ in each hall. he added.
Students will be able to choose a
hall that suits their own purposes.
Travelstead said the possibilities
would include three coeducational
halls, two rl them with .-hour
visitation; two women's and two
men's halls with :M-hour visitation
only on weekends. The remaining
halls would maintain the present
visitation policy.
There may be an experiment rl
this policy during the spring quarter. Students from Felts Hall, a
men's dormitory. sent a proposal to
the dean in favor rl an experiment
in 24-hour visitation. An alternate
proposal was handed in by the
women rl Smith HaU, asking for extended visitation hours that begin at
1 p. m. and last until U p. m. daily.
The weekends would be open to
visitation 24 hours.
Travelstead has sent these
proposals on to the Board of
Trustees. He said thaI other dormitories may present proposals
also, however only a maximum rl
two wou ld be chosen this spring.

TP residents work
for better hours
By MeaIb CJeUk
8Caclmt Wrieer

Students at the Thompson Point
residence halls are working to
liberalize the visitation policies. At
the present time, the policy states
that the maximum visitation is each
evening from 7:30 p.rn. to 11 p.rn.
and weekends from 1 p. rn. to 1:30
am.
Visitation refers to the time
during which hall residents may
have members rl the opposite sex in
their rooms.
Policies regarding visitation have
not been stagnanL They have improved each year. As liWe as three
years ago, visitation was scheduled
once a month on a Sunday after-

noon.

Restrictions on visitation are
based mainly on dormitory security
and the possible invasion rl roommates' privacy, said Will W.
Travelstead, dean rl Thompson
Point halls. Travelstead said all
changes in visitation policy must
take the security and privacy faetors into accounL That means the
dormitories wou ld have to be locked
at all times and roommates would
have to work out an agreement bet·
ween themselves.
A much debated issue is 24 hour

visitation. QJiestionaires sent
around Thompson Poinl Halls show
that students are split over the
issue, with half wanting it and half
disapproving, said TravelstNd.
Doug Richardson, resident counselor at Felts Hall, said, " I like to
think our students are mature
enough to handle :M-hour visitation
under proper supervision, if that's
what they want."
Richardson added that this
demands an understanding between
roomates.
Penny Mi.ckiewicz, a resident
fellow at Smith Hall, is in favor rl
:M-.hour vbitation because it would
relieve her rl the policeman role.
She would rather have a friendly
than authoritarian relationship with
her floor residents. "Twenty·four
hour visitation is basically Good and
it causes the least amount of
hassle," she said.
"I think we oughl to have 24-hour
visitation," said Diana Cu rtis, a
sophomore at Smith HaU. " It would
make more students wanl to live in
dormitories instead rl moving rlf
campus because they don' t like the
restrictions," she said.
On the other hand there are the
students who do not wish to have
guests in and out rl their rooms. "nd

Th ompson Point service d esk

Wiring systems important
Home electrical wirlni systems
rate high as ODe rl the most important and least understood aspects rl
every homemaker's daily life.
Mrs. Homemaker is the number
ODe user in the family rl small a~
pliaDoes, the dishwasher, electric
range and laundry equipmenL
She listens to the radio wbiIe
irooina; makes herself more attraetive with the.aid rl electric beautycare appliances and above all, has

the greatest need for ,ood liptiDI.
All rl her daily tasks require an
ample supply rl electricity and a
dependable borne wirilli system. t::
Slow operatilli appliances or
other electrical "slowdowns" are
annoyances which only add
frustratioo to milady's busy day.
Although appliances are usually
blamed, most electrical problems
ori,inate from outdated and
"overloaded" wirinB-

Egyptian Sands Apt.
spacious 1 bedroom efficiency
with A.C., laundry facilities
located close to campus.
Summer r:ates:
double $100 quarter
single $110 quarter
JRP Leasing

457 -3344 549-4511
50 1 E. College
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Thompson Point service workers
hear this question plus other request
from the 1350 Thompson Point
residents.
Chuck Davis, a senior majoring in
electrical systems engineering, isa

~ ::~i:~:~.~~sT=PJ!~

the requests from the students are
sometimes inconsiderate.
" The service desk provides check
cashing, linen exchange, resident
b~~ ~~Xbers and dirty 1000."
Davis said that the dirty l<dts DCcur when stud nts ask for special
priveleges. One, Davis said, is a
request to cash a check without

pr~;d:~~~C:\o know 1,350
students by name and they ask us to
trust them," he said. Davis cootinued, " we ca n' t tru s t them
~~~i:~r:so::=~},eH~a':r

much money at Ow desk," he said.
Another complaint by the student
government Davis said, i the
lack rl speed in which the student is
waited upon.
" Most complaints occur during
the lunch hour , Davis sai d,

plain about his long hair and lack rl
a tie.
Life is not all that bad, Davis
said. "I get the chance to meet a lot
rl nice chicks that I wouldn' t
usually meet," he said.
The most colorful thing that has

mail dawn here plus anything the
residents want from us. One man
cannot answer the phone, cash
~ti::n"! ~change linen aU at the

:r~\\:!~'f~ I::~~~~~

~~ngUS~ps~~ ~~ Ig'::'tingStu~~ ~~,~~:a~wasaphoneconand try him out. I though that it was
another crank call It wasn' t. "

•••.

Saving for a new home in America? Do it
at Carbondale Loan and 1m-

trees
Iarge I0 ts

provement Assn.

double wide lots
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mo.

water, sewer, trash pick up,
Start working on that down payment by
opening a saving account that pays you
high dividends. For savings or a loan
come see us.

Free skirting
and installation
on your home
(with 18 mo. lease)

eatonJal.e £oan

rlrk.

" Besides providing services, the
service desk employees become In• volved in Thompson Point politics.
" We have become the objects rl
criticism for the Thompson Point
student government." Davis said,
"because they do not understand the
workings rl the desk. "
He said, "they see the desk as a
mt'rcantile bank and as a sheet
warehouse. What they don' t understand is that the desk only provides
whal is given to us."
Davis referred to lhe complaint
IMI
cashi~ ~rvi~ ~~\IY

40 00 & 45 00
Also included

only

eatOlzJaI.e £oan

cases."

Benneu Boyd, a senior majoring
in journalism, has also worked at
the service desk for three years. He
said that one student gave him some
sheets that had not been washed in
seven weeks.
" The sheets were green and they
smeUed like burnt gym socks. I told
the student to bring the heets back
on someone else's shift," Boyd said.
They also agree that giving out
phone numbers rl residents can
"get a bit out rl hand. " Davis added
that ··some students think the phone
is a toy. They call for numbers six
or seven times a night and giggle
every time."
"Sometimes I get a real spaced
out dude on the phone who can't
remember his own number," Boyd
said, "rl course you can't tell the
~t he lives in University

60 ft. w,'de streets
well lighted streets
gas Iig htin e ac h yard
si de walks
patio's

ded that in such cases the service
desk worker pays the check.
" Exchanging clean linen for dirty
linen is a big hassale," Davis said.
"Some s tudents do not believe in
taking ' howers," he said, " and it
shows up on their s heets and pillow
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Jack Magnusen's school buH10me looks right at home at the
Town and Country mobile home pat1(, although the engine hood
really isn't regularly used as a front porch by Magnusen and Debbie
Polston. At right, Magnusen has his s1ereo center and telephone
handy right behind the driver's seat.

When this SIU' student goes
bus riding, he stays home

•

By DeIIWe P......

s.....tWrtter

A tan school bus parked in a
trailer crort makes a wonderful
home if you're not over 6 feet, according to Jack Magn~n, !' juni~
from Evanston ma)orlDg In
marketing.
Magnusen started the process fA
converting the 1953 Dodge school
. .s into a custom built home on
~heels last summer. He said he
bought the bus from a school in
Chicago.
"It was a mess," Magnusen said.
"All the windows on one SIde fA the
bus and the front windshield were
broken." Magnusen claimf that is
w!p'he~~i~~~!sl5O~rng~~
the sea ts which were later sold.
Plans for construction were then
I

.~~~~:!~=g~~i~ bus late in

July and I worked eight hours a
• day, I had to budget my time and
organize myself to get the bus
finished by September," Magnusen
said. He added that planning the bus
was much more fun than aCl11ally
I

•

working on it

Magnusen said he bought the
sink, toilet , faucets, stove,

refrigerator, hot water beater ar..i
space beater from a wholesaler.
Magnusen said he had a lot 01' advantages. "I got the carpeting from
a friend fA mine whose father is a
carpet dealer," Magnusen said.
"My ftance made the curtains and
the pillows. Most fA all, my father
helped me tremendously with the
plumbing and electricity."
When most fA O.e interior Ii the
bus was ftnished, Magnusen s...id he
transfered some fA the good windows to replace the broken windows
on the other side. He then put
aluminum siding on both sides fA
the bus to cover the remaining
broken windowS:
He said he then sanded and with a
lot fA help painted the bus.
" The bus was ftnally beginning to
shape up," Magnusen said. He added it was good felling because it
was already September.

sacriftced summer nights but I felt
~ieiel.~~ ':a~ the bus was comMagnusen said he had a tw&fold
plan in mind when attempting this
task. First, he was a transfer
student who needed a place to live.
He also had plans to travel ill the
bus after graduatiOlL
According to Magrusen the bus,
which has a hemi engine. can easily
go '10 m.p.h. The conversion for
taking long trips will be easy
because Magnusen has provided
space for gas and water tanks.

radio dispatched
trucks

Triangle

Ready-Mi~

North Michael
-457-2113
Since 1946

Brookside Manor
modern living for modest incomes
New apartments
1,2,3 bedrooms
spacious kitchens
large closets
separate dining room
private balcony or patio
well lit parking and walk ways

And with a little more help,
Magnusen said he insulated the bus
and with a little more help, painted
the interior and put up the wood
paneling.
" It was a lot fA hard work and I

Phillips Lathing

three equipped playgrounds

Acoustical tile
Lathing
Plastering
Drywall
Call us when you
build or remodel

close to campus, shopping, entertainment
married couples, families, singles

from

1 1 5 00 mo.

All Utilities Inc.

office from 9-5 daily, 12-5 Sun.

Phillips Lathing

Ph. 549-3600

Rigdon St. Carbondale, III.
457-4479

549-3316

BROOKSIDE MANOR
EAST ORAND AVENUE

The DE Classifieds are your pathway to selling what
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If you are dissatisfied with your present housing situation, maybe it's time you decided
to care about where you live .....

APARTMENTS may leak atbactive, but naIIMIy ever tells ,. haw utility bills and food prices
eat up JOUr linited ....rces:
TRAILERS may SIBIl convenient, but why take chances with storms and ndoes (besides
easy rip-offs and utility failures):
HOUSES may be the dream-came-true in privacy until you have the nightmares about
upkeep which the landlord never gets around to (tmt to mention daily

~
~

tI3nsportation and parking hassles).
c.ERATIVE L_ offers tile . , SIIIItiII to _sill •••s:
All ununES iIcIuded in the ...taI price Df SIl5JlO .. ~ ,. doIMJ ....,
FOOD SERVEE available far _Iy $1.80 ~ DAY IIJ week'.-II'.....'
SECURlliY SJS- and lluildilg S1BITY III1DdS ,. and JIll ___I
DAILY MAINTENANCE by a FUIi-TI1E STAFF'
J~
• SERVICE to and fram all classes & CIINTRIll.ED PAIIDIG fir resideID -Peds!

WE _

OFFER (AT NO EXTRA CIIAH I):

One quarter contracts
Choi:e of ioom & rooounate
Guaranteed single rooms
Central heatiIg & air COIIIitiring
Ful~ famished rooms
Full caqJetiIg
~ &~ Coed lnildqs
CmtroIIed access systan iI ad IIIiIIiI

Daily trash renaaI
TIne ....... basketball I tans I voIleybai cuts
Rent rates elljIsted to 0CClJI81CY
Recreation hall
65 per cent -$195
billiads & piDlU
70 per cent - $11
c:aIIr 1V IIuIge
I) . . cent-$Il
.....
--........ tnininn ......
.'''J~ ._-..." ..
Sheltered IIIIbIqde n bicPt IBkiI I'.aiI-qI IaRnat

Adivibes at VIII . . .
Ya-11UII healed iIbr 11*

....e
.-1uIS

.alllslIlllII

We are FULLY STUDENT ADMINISTERED, and we are looking for
people who want to share in a cooperative living experience •••••
NEW & TRANSFER STUDENTS will disc~ a unique program of
. study and recreation unavailable anywhere else!!!
'
BEFORE YOU SIGN A CONTRACT ANYWHERE ELSE, DISCOVER BETTER LIVING FOR tESS!!!
Now accepting reservations for SUMMER and FALL

n- ersi y City St dent Cooperative
2 East College ne 54~·3396
I

f
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The British Press Council;M·ore than a Mouthpiece
By CeloDeI

"The Press and the Public," was written by the late George Murray, chief writer for the
London Daily Mall, and original member later chairman of the British Press Council.
Publication is scheduled for mid April, 1972, by the Southern Illinois University Press.

ClWI&&' T.D.

I weU remember the editor of a Lon·
don daily newspaper saying to me some
years ago, "When we sin we don't mind
being smacked for it. But it ought to be
done privately and not published to the
wide world." I told him that there was
an easy way of avoiding the consequences of such sin, and I cali see now his
eagerness to learn the secret as he
asked " How?" I told him, naively,
"Don't sin!"
That ed itor, like the others, because,
believe it or not, most editors are
human-or almost so-didn't like public
display or reproval, but he accepted it
as a debt of honour. This acceptance of
adjudications is the keystone of the
arch of the national institution the
Press and the Public have erected in
Britain under the name " The Press
Council. "
The General Council of the Press, to
give it its original description, was
visualized by the first Royal Commission of the Press-the Ross Commission of 1947-49-as a buffer between
the Press and the Public ; a body which
should have the right to consider and
deal appropriately both with complaints against Press conduct (the main
inspiration of its sponsors) and the conduct of people towards the Press.
This is the basic and important function which the Council continues to
discharge, but today the organization

The Newspaper's Role
publishing it. There a re uch matler :l
an enlightened public opi nion, a need La
continually report 0 11 a ll acti viti don
by repr entativ of the Dublic, and
many ti mes a n ed to lear up rumors.
Wnal . 01 Immediate con ' ro here IS
the a mount of n ws Ihat' genera ted
within our ommuniuCl> with ut a ny
help fl'om the new pa per.
w pa perm n pos ibly I a. t of aU env. th public
official, wh lil r a ppointed or elected ,
bL'C3u 'e Ii mu t 110 t onl" d I with
prob lems tha t make the n w , but h
mu t a lso dea l with how hi dea ling
with them look in th newspap r .
The news is as much wha l public of·
ficia l do with an i sue as the i ·ue it-
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stands for much more than a body of
adjudication of differences.
It has become the Public's accep
means of approach to the Press in ways
not in the minds of the Royal Commission which gave it birth, andcoincidentally-the once mistrusted
Press has genuinely invested it as a
Court of Honour whose word is ethical
law.
The Press Council's service to complainants has ranged from Her Majesty
the Queen. through important pub.lMi
orginazations such as Manchester CIf
Council, to convicted felons presenting
their points from prison cells.
But equally important ·as this
remedial work is the examination of
problems leading to what I might term
"directional pronouncements."
Alot of these, naturally, are of
primary importance to the newspapers
and periodical Press but most of them

~:~ :nds~:m~':~c'u:s~tdi~
These declarations have covered subjects of a wide variety of interest. They
have been critical of proposed
legislation, such as the Tucker Report
which recommends amendment of
reporting practice in petty-sessional
hearings of cases to be tried in higher
courts; denunciatory of the useage of
"four-letter words" long before a
similar storm broke over the B.B .~
analytical in the complex subject or
' cheque-book journalism ;" and emphatic about the publications of
memoirs of notorious persons.

the Community"

self. Just as long as there is something
to report, somebody from a new paper
will be around to ee that it gets into
print. That' as it should be, in our
opinion, a lthough we' ll never quibble
with the argument that news many
times could be handled far better than
it ul ti ma tely appears in print.
In maki ng this admission, however,
the Crier doe n' t overlook the fact that
in most con trover ial matters someone,
omewhere i going to ex press their
di ati faction. If the do so publicly,
then their arguments, which must stand
up to tile proof of documentation, are
generally more cred ible than if their
case is made at a cocktail party or

some other private setting apart from
all impartial scrutiny or the actual
record.
Perhaps the greatest single thing
wrong with new paper today, our; included, is that they tend to editorial_
only relative to the mistakes ratlll!than presenting a greater number of
opinions on the accomplishments of
public officials. Although the accom-plishments lend to go unrecognized
more often, it doesn' t mean we can' t
benefit as much by the successes as we
do by the mistakes that are made in the
conduct of public affairs.
The TCltVn Crier. Wayland, M. .

More External Controls for Newspapers?
By Harry W. Stonecipher
There is abundant evidence that an
increas ing number of newspaper critics
view the press as failing to perform
what they consider to be a socially
responsible role. Many of these same
critics, at every opportunity, continue
to advocate variou external controls
designed to force the press to become
more responsible.
An indication of the diversity of views
and attitudes held toward therole being
played by the prf'SS and the need for additional controls is suggested by the
results of a recent study which sought
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to analy ze the views held by different
occupational role groups concerning
press performance.
The statistical analyses of the data
demonstrated that newsmen making
up the sample were significantly less
critical of the social responsibility role
being performed by the newspaper
press than were non-media subjects
(the readers) making up the sample.
This siJtnificance ran across all four
dimensions, but the greatest statistical
difference in perception was found on
the external controls dimension.
Readers were much more willing to see
external controls imposed upon the
press than were newsmen. These sub-

jects, the businessmen, the politiical:s
the profesSionals, and the blue collar
workers, were fairly consistent in their
views expousing such controls for the
press.
It is clear from the findings that all
four non-media occupational groups
referred to here as newspaper
readers-the
politcians,
the
businessmen, he professionals, and the
blue collar workers-are significantly
more critical cI the functional roJes
being performed by the press than are
newsmen. This difference was found to
be even greater in responses to
statements having to do with the
espousal of externa! controls than in

any of the three functional areas under
study. Or, to put the findings in a different perspective, readers do not view
the press as being as sociaUy responsible as newsmen apparently do.
Readers, therefore, are more willing to
see external controls imposed which
mi~ht force the press to perform a role
which they view as being more responsible.
-41
The findings of this study also suggest
that the First Amendment guarantee of
freedom of the press which journalists
value so highly may not be as secure as
frequent newspaper editorials and past
Supreme Court decisions have seemed
to indicate.
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Jack Anderson Highlights Journalism Week Activities
WedDeliday, April 12 2 p.m., Lovejoy
Lecture in Journalism speaker: Jack
Anderson. columnist, The Washingtoo
Merry-Go-Round . Stildent Center
Ballroom.
'I1wraday, April 13 3 p.m., Joornalism
Students Awards Assembly. Newsroom.
Journalism Building.
Friday, April 14 10 a.m. 10 4 p.m., Ballrooms, Student Center, All-day
meeting of the Southern Illinois
Editorial Association. Students
welcome to aU sessions. Luncheon
speaker: Dr. John King, chairman,
Department of Higher Education, former president., University of Wyoming.

7 p.m.. Journalism Week Dinner,
Ballrooms, Student Center. sm Journalism Alumnus or the Year. "Gold
em" awards to two Southern Illinois
editors. Arthur D. Jenkins Award for
Contributions to Journalism. Student
price: $2.00. Others : $3.00. Speaker:
Richard W. Hainey, executive editor,
Chicago Today.
Saturday, April 15 9 a.m. 10 3:30 p.m., Spring Conference, Southern Illinois
School Press Association. Keynote address : Connie Rosenbaum, reporter, St.
Louis Post-Dispatchr 9 a.m., theater,
Communications Building. SlU Sigma
Delta Chi to conduct interview writing
contest for high school seniors. sm Pi
Delta Epsilon to conduct yearbook
layout contest for school yearbook staff
members.

•

Jack Anderson, in his peak year, appears as Time magazines' CO\Ief story. He will
speak April 12 8 p.m., in the Student Center Ballroom. His syndicated column,
" Washington Merry-Go-Round," consistently startles and errbarrasses administration
personalities.

"'There ,s a Struggle Between Force and Freedom'
By Ed DODDeUy
Staff Writer

Department, reporting that it settled an
anti-trust suit against ITT, on terms
favorable to the firm. Aboot the same
time, ITT promised a contribution to
the Republican convention.
Lask week, he was back attacking
ITT for its purported attempts to interfere :n Chilean politics.
Anderson attributes his passion for
muckraking to " the basic Mormon
teaching that there is a fundamental
struggle between force and freedomand that the good guys are on the side
of freedom. This is a philosophy that
unites him tactically with Ralph Nader,
with whom he shares material and
mutual admiration.
These two crusaders have much in
common and it is not just that they are
conservative in dress and deadbeats as
socialites but more so, they are both 0bsessed with the danger in contacts between Government officials and private
industry.
AD A8....mOUi Jounaaliit

He is considered the most successful,
contemporary joornalist. His crusades
~ke the nation. He has shifted from
, ., riting news to making it.
And when Jack Northman Anderson
speaks Wednesday night in the Student
Center Ballroom it is probable he will
mesmerize the expected 3,000 persons
with as much pacing, finger jabbing
and behind-tbe-scenes revelations as an
evangelist on the warpath.
The burly, 49-year-old columnist,
whose syndicated "Washington Merry•-Go-Round" appears in more than 600
papers, will deliver the Elizah P .
Lovejoy Memorial Lecture to kick off
Journalism Week, April 12-15.
The Lovejoy lecture honors the pre-Civil War editor of Alton who was murdered in 1837 because of anti-slavery
editorials he wrote
Anderson is hot on the circuit of radio
spots, TV appearances and campus
speeches in an effort to explain his
Anderson has attained a level of
ecent block bustering, controversial
column. His appearnce at sm is at his autonomy in so far as, he controls his
own expense, and said after confirming own budget, and has no editor or
his appearance, " I don' t drink but publisher to second-guess his
Judgment. He can devote as many
would like a good meal."
columns to one subject as he chooses,
and with three full-time legmen he can
Former Mormaa M1uioDary
follow up leads in depth. He then
The former Morman missionary bas divides the results into seven chapters a
had a peak year. It was in January he week of scandal and assorted
startled and embarrassed the Ad- disclosures for the column.
Anderson lives deciding whether
;ninistration by publishing top-secret
White House documents confirming the scoops endanger the national security
Administration's anti-Indian stance or whether it is the public's right to
during the Indo-Pakistan war. He took know, and usually it is the latter that
on, in the same magnitude, the Justice wins oot. But, he insists that the

drinking or social philanderings of
public men do not offend him "until
they affect the public business."
He follows a course of rigid
righteousness because he says that he
was "brought up with a sense of duty
and a sense of ootrage."
In addition to the Anderson lecture,
Joornalism Week activities will include
a student awards assembly April 13,

Richard W. HaIney, executive editor of
Chicago Today, will be the keynote
speaker at the Joumallsm Banquet 7 p.m.
April 14.

and award presentations to members of
the area press at the Friday banquet.
The Arthur Jenkins award will be given
for "outstanding contributions to
Southern Illinois journalism," and two
Southern Illinois editors will be named
to receive the "Golden Em" award.
The keynote speaker at the banquet
will be Richard W. Hainey. executive
editor of Chicago Today, and chairman
of the Mid-America Press Institute
Hainey has taught at the Medill School
of Joornalism at Northwestern University for 25 years. He joined the Chicago
Herald American staff while he was a
student, and in 1946 ioined the news
staff of the Chicago Tribune where he
served tilJ 1961. He has held his present
position on the Chicago Today since.
His son, Mark Hainey, IS a semor an
joornalism at sm concentrating in the
magazine curriculum.
On April 15, the program will switch
to the High School Spring Conference of
the Southern Illinoi::; School Press
Association.

Generation
Gap Grows
The Profe..aor's Daughter, by Pier..

Paul Read. J.B. Lippincott Company.
197L 276 pp. 16.95.

Novelists on both sides ~ the Atlantic
seem to be preoccupied today with the
confrontation of the disillusioned
younger generation with the Establish·
ment. No doubt the generation gap is
widening and the interminable war in
Vietnam has sparked revolt of draft·
agers across the country. This reviewer
suspects there may be another ex·
planation for the popularity of this
the me. It provides the opportunity for
the l.iberal use of four letter words and
lurid sex cenes LO titillate the reader.
I n this respect "The Professor's
Daughter" is different. The four leller
words are ther , but not on every page.
There i ' illicit ex, but the r ader is
s pared most of the lurid details.
Howe ve r , the plot seems to be contrived
and the people in the story emerge as
symbols rath ' r than individual peronaliti . The professor is wea llhy by
inhe ritance, leaches political Illeory at
Harvard ni versity and is regarded as
libel'al by th fa culty. His wife is an
a malU r alcoholic and unfa ithful. The
a uthor adds an almost-relations hip of
inc t LO help ex plain t.he disillusionm nt of th ' daughter a nd th younger
i L r.
From Illis point on Ille r ader is wa.,·
a head of the author. The daughter experiments wi th drug. becomes a ny mphoma nia c and de mands that her
fa lller give away hi: wea lth \.0 atone for
the sin of his 'eneration. She participates in a plot 1.0 kill a United States
Senator in which her father is accidentally s hot instead, and ultimately joins
with her friends on Eug ne M arthy"
campaign in the 1968 election year.
In spite of its obvious flaws, the
a uthor ma na ges to hold the read r's inte res t- if only in the vai n hope of a new
twist in the denouement. The aulllOr
won the Somerset Maugham Award and
the Hawthornden Priz in 1970 for his
novel " Monk Dawson." He ha written
two other novels.
Reviewed by Charles C. Clay1.oD.
Professor of Journawm, SIU_

This high contrast Kodalith print by John lopinot is entitled "Unda"

Cole Porter Biography; A Nostalgia Trip
CeIe. by Robert KimbaU aod BreDCIan Rodgers,
GUL Holt, RiDebart aod Wi.... ton 1971.
Z83 pp. $%5.
Cole Porter didn' t just "write" music
and lyrics ; he parlayed them into a
style one immediately identifies with
charm and sophistication and, yes, the
genius required to make the development and display of these characteristics seem casual-almost effor-

tless.
Porter didn' t market style like so
many of his contemporary counterparts
do : he personified it, and " Cole," a
lavis h biography-cum-nostalgia-trip
compiled by Robert Kimball and
prefaced with a s hort essay by Brendan
Gill. provides a mir.·or image of this
ultra-chic sensibility.
The book is a collection of Porter's
noles, musings', snapshots and, of
course, music and lyrics beginning with
his freshman year at Yale in 1910 and
endjng with his last published work,
"Wouldn't It Be Fun?," in 1958.
Kimball's penchant for painstaking
detail-he's the Yale American Music
Theater curator and has access to a
wealth of hitherto obscure materialhas paid off handsomely in that the sum
and substance of "Cole" amounts to
much more than a pile of

Gershwin,
Schwartz,
whatever-had a lasting affection for
per period styles as styles.
He was glib and clever, as was his
work, but one can't help but admire
how resourceful and ingratiating he
could be.
He was flip, not careless, and one of
the few composer-lyricists who
managed to be sophisticated without
turning snobbish or self-congratulatory_
Porter wrote and then sat back and let
the listener do the work. A sample lyric
from " You' re The Top" :
"Vau're a 1'OIie,
Vau're lafenlO'~ Dante,
Vau're the_
OD tile great Durante."

ch~:~~~!~:;:ka~~~~ ~~ia~iVl'S
a better fate than this Simply because
he more than any other composer-Page 4. Daily Egyptu.-t. April 8, 1972

Cole Por1er... 1940

The first and most lasting impression
one is left with after hearing Porter is
that his work-and his word-play-was
a lark. He was always at ease; he didn't
s t rain or flaunt his
continental
breeding, and he made the l.istener admire and envy his style.
Porter loved his craft and ye.t, as Gill
points out, he was terrified of failure.
He didn' t want t) write the score for
"Kiss Me Kate," for example, because
he felt that Shakespeare was box office
poison, the book that Samuel and Bella
Spewack had written was bad, and
besides-Porter's last three musicals
had been critical and commercial
fiascos.
He wanted to work and write aboot
the things he loved and knew so wellluxury, good times and beautiful
people-but he feared rejection_ He
took bad reviews and indifferent
audiences as a personal affront; he
thought that those who dismissed his
work were also t:a1ting a dim view oC his
life style. For Porter, his work was his
life style.
That style is stamped on "Cole" in
solid gold. The pbotograplL<; are in
themselves remarkable because they
provide a definitive picture of the sight
and spirit of the p~and-post-W orld
War Two American musical. Tbe
lyrics, as iJI "Friendship," provide the
sound :
"If ,..'re ever . . . . welL
.ylleD.

rUt

If ,.. ever ca&dt _

lire, . . . . .

wire.
If dIey ever . . . . WIet ........
y.... bnia.

1'0-..If. frieMdIIp, frieMdIip.
....t • perfect Me.ddip."

f

Gill was recently asked what would
be the one question to ask if Porter
were alive. "Whether he felt that being
a homosexual had a mutilating effect
on his creativity or was liberating," he
answered. "In other words, wbether it
helped him or hindered hjm as an artist. Cole knew himself pretty weil and
I'm sure he must have though about it."
"It's very hard to detect it from his
writing-finding the man in his work. r
You can't find it, the man, in Cole. His
was a hermetically sealed surface_
"Everyone who knew him agreed
with me about his homosp.xuality, and
yet he was able to write such lyrics. But
in those days it was a dangerous
aberration. He had 'pleasant' affairs
and it was never that street thing or
something in a washroom_ Thirty years
ago a lot of enerfD' was used to keep ( '
something like this buried."
True. But what remains in "Cole" is
ample evidence of a literate and charming talent's contribution to the
American musical which, in turn, is
America's most lasting contribution to
the theatre. The two, to quote Gill, will
"never grow old, never die."
Reviewed by Glea Amato. AafI' writ.er

A Stacked Deck That Will Keep Marriage Going
THE GROUPSEX TAPES by Herbert
F. Margoli:i aod Paul M. RubelLlileiD.
David McKay Co.. Inc. 306
" The Groupsex Tapes" is ostensibly a
factual report based on the testimony of
98 participants. men and women.
married and single, who engage in sex
on a group basis.
.
The authors interviewed-62B swingers
throughout the country and according
to them. "93 per cent were upper middle class whites, the very group that
sets the national standards."
However. the authors fail to devulge
what the basis was for selecting the 98
interviews that appear in the book. As
one reads through the book he finds
only one couple for whom swinging
failed to lead to bigger and better
things.

The book is broken up into five sections. each dealing with a specific
aspect of swinging.
Part I is a general introduction to
the swinging scene and some general
facts about the persons that were interviewed. The facts are very general and
very mea~er
Part n deals with four couples who
are swingers. Of the four only one
couple has any regrets about swinging.
The others consider "swinging the best
of all possible worlds."
Part III is the singles. two men and
women who like swinging and consider
it a "total reality trip."
Part IV is perhaps the funniest part
of the entire book. This part deals with
Fathers. Mothers, and their Children.
Here the reader is greeted with a

chapter entitled. Jim and Donna : There
Were Two Couples Using Teddy's
Bedroom:' and another chapter entitled. Mellissa : "Mv Mom and I Have
Had Some ' Funny Experiences
Swinging Together."
At the end of sections II. III and IV
the authors made some observations
about the people they had talked to in
the chapters. The observations were
quite specific and at times enlighting.
The last section. "The Groupsex
Phonomenon."
deals
with
a
Psychiatrist who defends swinging, two
Symposiums, one of male swingers and
one of female swingers, and two sections on what makes a good lover in a
man and a woman.
f'or the most part, " The Groupsex
Tapes" is a stacked deck for swinging.

It presents swinging as something that
wiD keep your marriage together, fiDd
you a wife or husband if you need one,
enlighten and enlarge your views on sex
and love and cur.e the common cold.
To be at all fair more space should
have been given to those who have encountered problems in swinging for
surely there is more than one couple.
Also. the criteria on how the interviews
that were published were chosen,
should have been published.
As a propaganda piece for swinging
and the do's and don~ ts of the culture, it
is without fault. But as a factual paper
that was attempting to deal with aU
aspects of swinging. "The Groupsex
Tapes" is definitely lacking.
Reviewed by
W. DiFUippo
J_raalLim majer. sru.
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Alive and Well

Tennessee Williams Retains the Old Mastery
(Editor's note: The following was excerpted
from the New York Post article by Tom
Topor, March 22. 1972.)
Tennessee Williams is alive and well
and living in the theater.
An opera of "Summer and Smoke"
opened the other day at Lincoln Center;
a revivial of "The Rose Tattoo" is running in St. Louis ; and a new play,
" Small Craft Warnings," will open
Easter Sunday at the Truck and
Warehouse Theater in the East Village.

Williams win be GI on Sunday but it
doesn't show. Since he came out of a
psychiatric hospital in St. Louis two
years ago, he has cut out pills. cut out
cigarets, cut down liquor and switched
to daily sessions at the gym.
In between rehearsals yesterday, he
stopped off at his hotel to talk about his
health (good), his habits (better), and
his hopes (best>.
He sat on a couch in the hotel room
named the Victorian Suite, rubbed the
end of the red-print tie and sipped tea.

Commonsense Guidelines
To Motivate Children

~

HOW TO MAKE JOHNNY WANT TO
OBEY By Slephen E. Beltz. PrenticeHall. Inc. 1971. 255pp.
This book presents the basic facts
that ,l3rents need to know and some
com '10nsense guidelines in teaching
then. It is a book about how to
moth .· te children. It doesn' t attempt to
tell y u what to teach your child.
Rather it tells you how to get him to do
what YI>U, the parent, want him to do.
Its purpose is to offer a new way of getting your child to obey. The method
purposed by the author is to increase
the childs motivation.
Most parents strive constantly for
what they feel is reasonable amount of

Dr. Stephen E. Beltz, a behavioral
psychologist, is former director of the Center for Behav ior Modificat ion in
Philadelphia

obedience from their children. They try
many ways to get it-asking, bribing,
persuading, pleading, threatening and
punishing. Far too much of their time
and energy is s pent in methods that
only occasionally work, and even then
only with some children.
Some children obey almost without
any effort. If you have such a child, you
are probably doing the right things
without even knowing it. This book will
help you understand why you are
already successful. If you are ha ving
trouble with your child, this book
should show you how to improve your
skills.
Children are treated as people in this
approach, with all the rights,
privileges, and obligations of people.
Cooperative behavior is obtained in
children in the same way as working
adults are led to perform their work effectively. There is no resort to threats
or punishment. This approach is based
on the creative use of incentives to increase motivation. A good deal of time
wiJI be s pent explaining the real and
important differences between a
system of bribery and a system of incentives.
The book is divided into four parts. In
part one, " The Why of Behavior," an
explanation in depth what a family is
and why it can experience difficulty
with children. In part two, " The What
of Behavior," tries to provide a basic
understanding of the principles of
behavior. In part three, " The How To of
Behavior," gives you a brief overview
of the various ways in which behavior
can be modified. Lastly, in part four,
" The Why Not of Behavior," deals with
the role of children in our society_and in
your family.
The book is well written with a
minimum of technical jargon and
should be of value to parents in the
practical aspects of child-rearing as
well as to students interested in the
dynamics of child devellVlmpnl

"Work is my only imperative. I can
give up sex. I can gi\'e up drinking, but
I have to work."
The doorbell rang and a messenger
passed a special-delivery letter from St.
Louis that contained reviews of "The
Rose Tattoo." All good.
Williams put on his reading glasses to
glance at them. "I didn't even have
time to send them a telegram I was so
busy." He looked at the St. Louis
masthead on the newspaper and ran his
hand across his eyes.
" 1 was in the violent ward for a
month. I didn't belong in the violent
ward. When I was admitted I was in the
section for withdrawal. I could have
been cured there. I was fine there. Then
one day, this goon squad came in and
took me to the violent ward. I wasn't
doing anything except lying in my bed
and watching television."
He passed his hand across his eyes
again and smiled-a broad, impish
smile that because of his beard made
him look like an apprentice demon.
" But people didn't know how strong I
could be, and here I am."
He is working on another play, " Out
Cry," and his autobiography, "Which
Sea Gull in What Corner?" of which

Esquire wiJI print a section and for
which Doubleday has offered $50,000.
In 1940, his first full-length play,
"Battle of Angles,' opened-and
closed-in Boston. Four years later, he
was off and running : "The Glass
Menagerie," "A Streetcar Named
Desire," "The Rose Tattoo," "Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof," "Sweet lJird of Youth,"
and "The Night of the Iguana."
There are more, for as Williams says,
"I'm a playwright, a man of the
theater."
He glanced at the rented, pale green
standard Olympia on his writing table.
"I used to work eight hours a day. Now
I work about three-first thing in the
morning. The work is just as intense
but I don' t have the stamina to go the
whole day anymore."
At one point, talking about his life as
an artist, he said, "I've had the happiest of lives." He grinned, paused for
effect, and added. "And the most
dreadful. "
Maureen Stapleton, a friend and an
actress of his roles, once said of him :
"He's very hard on himself, but now
he can say he has his goodness back.
And I believe it. He has his goodness
back."

Tennessee Williarre says he are give up I8X and drinking. blJt he has lID work.
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SlU studentS take time out to investigate ' the art of the Depression, "WPA Revisited"
which was shown at the Mitchell Gallely recently.

By Keith Busch
Graduate Writer
Though they rest mute and often
moulde ring on the walls of obscure
county post offices and in ornate lobbies of -gr at public buildings_ the
mural. created by governmentpon ored and ot~erwise sta~vi ng artists during the grim Depresslo!" of th
!30's recall with blunt moUon the
mixed heritage -of America.
The Public Works of Art ProJect.
launched nationally in 1933 under 01
direction of Edwa rd Bruce, wa a I?lan
of desperation. Thousand of arllsts.
their accomplishments and es teem

Broad tllough Bruce's terms were, he
warned one of his assistants': " It is
going to take a fine sense of
discrimination on all of us to select only
those needy artists who e artistic
ability is wortlly of their employment.
One phase of this work . of course, i to
put men to work, but I tllink that we
ought. all remember that we are PUtting
artis ts to work and not tryin : to make
artists out of bums."
Artists were selected a nd commis ioned to embelli h public building
through anonymous entrance of their
work to one of 16 regi nal committees.
By mid-I934 , Ole PWAP's standards uf
quality were light ned to limit the ar-

but in a more comprehensive fashion.
Easel and mural painters combined
to turn out well more tllan half of the
output of tlle New Deal apt programs.
The WPA-FAP, as a program, was the
most creative.
Holger Cahill directed the WPA-FAP
throughout its S-year lifetime and was
definite in the goals of his group.
" Through employment of creative a~
tists it is hoped to secure for the pubhc
outstanding examples of contemporary
American art. .. (and).. .to work toward
a n integration of tlle arts with the daily
life of tlle community and an integration of tlle fine arts and practical
arts."

gracing tlle soaring lines of the Capitol
dome in Washington, D.C .. were filled
with basic, understandable references
to tlle American way.
Brawny wheat farmers in Kansas, intrepid explorers crossing the Rockies,
Revolutionary War heroes fighting at
Trenton are major characters in the
sweeping panoramas that sometimes
covered walls 160 feet long and a dozen
feet high.
Sweat, muscle, dirt and determined
looks mark the face and physiques of
traditional American mural heroestlle ordinary men and women who
fought and worked to raise a nation.

A Reflection of Depression Art
worth nothing toward a meal, faced
imminent disa ter. After The Crash on
Wall Street, con umers of art had little
nough money to save themselves, and
tlle artists' market plummeted.
The PWAP and the programs that
followed ought to alleviate the particular distres of th impoverished artist. Bruce commented, " The idea of
paying salarie to artists, and allowing
tllem to work in a medium selected hy
them, to create paintings. prints, sculpture, wood carvi ng, pottery, iron
work- allowin!! th m. in fact. complete
lib rty to expres th mselves, witll the
single provision tllat their work, in the
broad st sense, hould be appropriate
in design and quality for tlle adronment
of public buildings- that idea c rtainly
was a n w conception of the relationship betw n the artist and his client. "

lists' work to the " American Scene"
and. more subjectively, to avoid exunconventional
or

Bru-~7.l~~tal ,

The Ifmited scope of tlle PWAP-it
employed 3,749 artists who produced
15,633 works-lent itself to a severe
scrutiny of potential employes. The
program gave work to only 25 per cent
of tlle country's artists in need, and
some 50 per cent of tllese were nonrelief.
The programs that followed tlle
PWAP- the Temporary Emergency
Relief Administration, tlle Treasury
Section of Painting and Sculpture, tlle
Treasury Relief Art Project and the
Works Progress Administration's
Federal Art Project-utilized for tlle
most part the same structures and administrative personnel as tlle PWAP

Cahill's tenet tllat government shoula
work witll tlle artist was in strong contrast witll tlle intent of tlle Section,
which picked artists to work for the
government, and therefore imposed
more implicit controls on the artists'
works.
The mural division of tlle WPA-FAP
allowed artists to work in their own
studios, demanding one mural every
four to eight weeks. Subject of the work
was left to tlle artists' discretion, and,
at first, all their works were accepted.
Jackson Pollock was in the New York
City easel division, being paid $23 a
week while he explored styles ranging
from "regionalism" to "abstract expressionism. "
Stylistically. the great bulk of the
murals painted, whether on functional
county courthouse anteroom walls or

"No longer was he, so to speakl
talking to himself. No longer was he
limited in his appeal to a group of
fellow artists or to pleasing a small
minority of specialists," remembers
Bruce.
Forbes Watson, an associate of Bruce
and a founding director of the PW AP,
viewed the aim of the mural painter
this way : ..... there arises, to affect the
mural painter'S point of view, tll
feeling that he has escaped from a
limited audience to a public extending
far beyond tlle narrower circles of
specialized art appreciation. This does
not mean in th~ least that he will be
overcome by a desire to paint 'down.' It
may mean, however, that logic will
demand the use u symbols which are
both simpler and broader in appeal. His
goal then would become less con-

Photos by Jay Needleman
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"Mor.e than six years of constant work in an atmosphere of complete artistic freedom brought my
career to maturity."
.

sciously individual. Something less
egotistical, and bigger than the protection of his own personal statement,
might imbue his work."
To convey this idea of community in
mural painting, some artists recreated
long sequences of American history.
John Csosz traced the development of
the Post Office's methods of deliveryfrom rural Colonial mail coach to transcontinental airliner-ac.ross 160 feet of
wall in the lobby of a Cleveland post office.
The murals of Edward Cook extoll the
; enormity and power of the American
steel indus't ry, with roaring blast furnaces, billows of steam and sparks
from massive, gray machinery.
Clarence Carter rediscovered Ohio's
history and placed it on exhibition with
precise attention to historical detail,
faithfully following the style of dress,
work and play.
In an elevator lobby in a Washington,
., D.C., post office. Reginald Mars~ pa!nted a frenzied scene ot activity 111volving mailmen sorting and bagging
mail amid jumbled heaps of packages
and bulging bags of letters.

Marsh· wrote jn 1965, some 30 years
after he painted the mural : "Havi~
mounted the scaffold without a colored
smock and a tam o'shanter resulted in
many employes asking when the artist
was coming along. This happened even
after I had completed full length
figures. In all the time I was there, no
one asked me my name.
"Many wanted to know if there were
new jobs in store for me and always
looked at me in a pitying way."·
Incidents emotionally effecting the
artist sometimes found expression
through the murals. Charles Burchfield
recorded one this way : "This picture
grew out of an e.x perience my wife and
I had one day during the Depression of
the early thrities.
"We had come into Buffalo, on the
bus, on sonie errand, and, as we got off
the bus, we found our way blocked by
an unemployment parade-a group of
men em their way to City HaJJ to make a
protest of UJeir plight. As we watched
them go past, sullen and bedraggled,
we knew that 'mless something were
done, that our society might crumble,

Debbie Dardin, a sophomore from Hazel Crest, took time to look at the "WPA Revisltad"
show.

and much worse come on lIS"The incident stuck in my mind and I
felt I must get it down on paper. The answer came to me oddly enough at a
symphony concert-during the playing
of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. I suddenly saw the scene clearly in my
mind. The parade seen through the arches of a concrete bridge. That seemed
to give it a tomb-like character. To further heighten the effect. I put in the
foreground the vapors arising from a
sewer vent, and the crack in the bridge
was to symbolize that the foundations of
our society were cracking."
Those in the best position to evaluate
the New Deal art projects were, of
course, the artists themselves. Late in
1966, in response to a questionnaire
from an art professor, the participants
who answered voted overwhelmingly in
favor eX the programs.
Eighty-nine per cent of those who answered said that they were free to
create whatever they wanted. To the
question, "AlIlhlngs considered, do you
feel your experience on the WPA-FAP
was rich and satisfying to you as an ar-

tist?" 88 per cent said "yes."
Printmaker Jacob Kainen summed
up his experiences with governmentsponsored work relief for artists in a
manner common to most respondents.
"More that than six years of constant work in an atmosphere ot· complete artistic freedom brought my
career to maturity in a gradual and
natural manner. I did what I chose to
do and thus came to rely on my personal feelings rather than on the
pressures of the market, which might
have resulted in a loss of a faith in my
own identity. Early success based upon
clever adaptation to current styles is
fatal for an artist. On WPA I was able
to find an identity. Supervision was
tolerant and flexible. We were nol expected to do anything striking or
technically spectacular... to attract attention and win prizes in national competition. I therefore feel that the best of
WP A work is a true reflection of the
vitality that existed in American life.
As such, this unforced, completely felt
work is an important contribution to
our national culture and will be prized
more and more in the years ahead."

Rock Focus:

'is

Calendar of Events
CARBONDALE

Bread, 8 p.m., April 21at the sru
Arena. Tickets $4.50, $3.50 and $2.50.
Jethro Tull, 8 p.m., May 4 at the sru
Arena. Ticekts $5.50, $5 and $4.
ST. LOUIS
Humble Pie, 7:30 p.m. Monday althe
St. Louis Arena Annex. Tick~ts $4.50 in
advance and $5.50 at the door.
Leslie West, Jack Bruce and Corky
Laine plus Free, 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
at Kiel Auditorium. Tickets $4.50 in advance and $5.50 at the door.
Guess Who and Canned Heat, 7:30
p.m. April 15 at Kiel Auditorium.
Tickets $5, $4 and $3.
Jethro Tull, 7:30 p.m. May 5 at Kiel
Auditorium. Tickets $4.50 in advance,
$5.50 at the door.

Satllrday Magulae'.
StudeDt Aula...ta
Roland Halliday
Ed Donnelly
Pat Nussman
Glenn Amato
This wood sculpture of Uncoin was done c1.Iring the WPA 818 by an area artist, Fred
Meyers, and is one of six pieces of his sculpture in the Morris Ubrary.

John Burningham
John Mars
Ken Blumberg

cmCAGO
Guess Who, 8:30 p.m. Friday at the
Arie Crown Theater. Tickets $6.50, $5.50
and $4.50.
Carly Simon, 8 :30 p.m. Friday at the
Auditorium Theater. Tickets $6.50,
$5.50, $4.50 and $3.50.
Dave Brubeck QJlartet, featuring
Gerry Mulligan and Herbie Mann and
the Family eX M~n, 8 :30 p. m., April 15
at the Arie Crown Theater. Tickets
$6.50, $5.50 and $4.50.
Stephan Stills, 7 p.m. April 30 at the
Arie Crown Theater. Tickets $6.50, $5.50
and $4.50.
The Four Seasons, 8:30 p.m. May 5 at
the Arie Crown Theater. Tickets $6.50,
$5.50 and $4.50.
1'.: 1\ on John, 8 p.m., May8 and 9 at the
Arie Crown Theater. Tickets $6.50, $5.50
and $4.50.

Retrospect of an Artist -- John Denver
do a show with an audience that's
against you. The more they can get into
it., the more you can get into it."
Denver groped for words.
"To think about it., well, I prefer to do
a full two and a half hour concert and
set it up a certain way rather than two
short shows," he said. "If you're doing
a show that long, you usually have a
lineup for the show and you know what
you're going to do ne. t and sometimes
you can play within that. In fact., I try
to set it up so that there are places in
the show when I can do what I want to."
" But, it pretty much starts the same
and ends the same when we're
traveling around," Denver qualified.
His hands began to move about
sporadically, adding a second medium
of communication.

By Daryl S&epbetiOD
ADd RaDIIy Tbom ...
Staff Writer,

After listening to John Denver's five
RCA albums, one expects to hear SrAt.,
poetic melodies, mostly composed by
other artists, with a little country and
western and a few rock favorites mixed
in. That essentially is what Denver
delivered during his two shows last
month at sru, in a performance that
was neither awe inspiring nor
disastrous.
To be honest., it was an enjoyable concert. Denver's songs are not terribly
complex, his voice is not particularly
distinctive and his guitar playing is not
overly striking. But we were suitably
entertained, and thus were in an expectantly good mood as we talked to Denver backstage following his second seL
" The thing that makes it good every
We bega n by asking his age, which is night and keeps it going," he said,
28 , and then asked him to tell us a little
readying us for a big impact, "is if the
bit about how he got started.
audience has never heard that material
" I've been playing about six years before even though you did it last
professionally," said Denver. " . went night. "
to school in Texas, but dropoeU out.
Denver paused, then resumed the inI went out to the west coast and got a terview-turned-conversation. At last,
day job first of aU and then started the barriers between interviewer and
singing every place I could to see if any subject appeared broken.
one would hire me and pay me for
"You see, I know all the songs, and I
siD$i n~ in their club."
know all the lines that ~et lau~hs . When
you get an audience's attention, you
It was aU there, rags to riches !
"Well, Randy Sparks, who had a club first try to make them comfortable.
called Ledbetl.er's, hired me first, " con- When people come to concerts, they oftinued Denver. " It was supposed to be ten don' t know what to expect, they
for two weeks, but then it was held over don' t know what the music is ~oin2 to
be like and they can be very tense."
for four weeks, then 10 weeks and
How does he establish rapport?
finally 24 weeks, which brought me
other jobs around the country."
" The easiest way to make people
Denver was rcaUy into it now.
Joioed Chad MU.cheU Trio

" Then 1 got a chance to audition for
the Chad Mitchell Trio and take Chad's
place in that group. That was the big
break. ..
Denver grinned. " I got the job. I
stayed with the group until it broke up
about two and a half yea rs later and
since then, for the past three years, I've
been on my own. "
Denver lea ned his thin frame forward.
" It wasn' t until after the Trio that I
began writing songs. The first song that
I wrote. really , s ince turning
professional was a song called 'For
Bobby,' which Peter. Paul a nd Mary
later did, calling it 'For Baby.' And
then about two song after that came
'Leaving On A J elplane.'
So far, one would get the impression
that Denver was a pure, 100 per cent
folkie. But somehow. a little rock a nd
roll crept in.
" When I was in college, I had a
rhythm and blues band, which is how I
worked my way through school, he
said. "We used to do a lot of old rock
and roll tunes," he said proudly.
"But then I got involved with this.
Like, the music I wa nt to be known for
is the music I did on stage tdnight. But
quite often when I go back to Aspen
where I live there will be a group there
that's working a club and doing a lot of
old rock and roll and some Beatle
songs."
Denver's fa ce lit up.
"A lot of times I just go down and sit
in and jam with them and sing some
songs where I don' t have to play
guita r. "
His eyes beca me reflective.
" I'd like to do an album like that
sometime, but I don' t foresee changing
my current s tage performance."
During the performance, Denver
described himself a a " Buddy Holly
freak. " But he claimed other influences
in the folk music world like Bob Gibson,
Tom Paxton and Joan Baez.
The discussion then got around to
audiences and how the affected him.
SIU didn't exactly trea t Denver with
reverence, but then he wasn't ignored
either.
"Audiences affect m a great deal,"
he said. in a voice more tinged with
emotion than before. " It's impossible to
II
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comfortable is to make them laugh by
telling them, like I did in the show, a
few funny things about them and their
town," he answered. "When I told some
jokes about Carbondale, this made it a
personal concert for many of them,
because this is a place that they all
know and they're surprised that I know
it too."
SIU AudieDce Termed Okay
As far as SIU was concerned, Denver
said he thought the audience was okay.
ColleJZe audiences. he emphasized, are
what he prefers most.
" It just seems like the response
around the country keeps getting better
and better," he said confidently. "I've
!leen in a lot of situations where I would
go to other schools and I was always
billet! as John Denver. writer of
'Leaving On A Jetplane' because that
was all that the people knew about me.
And when I'd go there I'd have, like
tonight., maybe half an audience or
even less than tha t."
"B ut, " he said matter-of-factly,
, every place that I' ve done a concert
I've been asked back. It's fun to go
someplace where they aren' t familiar
with you and you have to try to get
:O~!'!' up for whatever you're going to

a live album, which is already recorded, but I lZUess we're not going to
release it now."
"However," he said, "we're going to
Europe in May after this tour is over.
There we' re going to be doing another
studio album, with some rA the recording to be done in London."
Denver was now onto something that
he liked to talk about a great deal-the
encroachment rA bill business into both
rock and folk music.
" Well," he began regretfully, " in
many instances it's a shame, but it ha~
pens to be a fact of life that it's going to
be that way."
Moe

u • Life.ltyie

('

Denver thought a moment.
" One of the reasons that music is so
big today is that so many people got on
the business e.nd rA it and really got it
around to people. You see, music is
bigger now and more important to
morc people than ever before in the
history of this world, influencing
more people."
f
His hands again began to fidget.
"Think about what you were like
then, and how much you've changed
since; your lifestyle, your appearence.
You can relate all rA it to music!"
"Look," he said. not beiieving his
" And if you realize you' ve got them
point
had hit home, "there's a whole
at the beginning rA a concert and that
you have a whole evening to work with bunch rA people now whose lifestyle is
based
on the music thw they listen to.
that., it's reaIJy pleasing."
The subject of audiences was pretty You know, the thoughts and the feelings
that
people
have that they can' t express I
well covered. We asked about recorthemselves are expressed by writers
ding.
and
performers
and they get behind
Denver paused. "We were going to do
them almost like the Hebrews got
behind the prophets."
Denver stopped. "Woodstock ... was
great., I would have given anything to
have been there. But everybody who
saw the movie and hears what a great
experience it was didn't hear the people
backstage who weren' t going to go on
unless they go! their money. It was t
there and it's at every concert. .. everywhere," he said, with
finality.
Denver threw up his hands.
" A lot of people are in it for nothing
else but the money, trying to get as
much as they can without worrying
whether or not they're worth it or if
anybody's getting ripped off."
The hands hit the knees.
"And, man, that's a dra~! "
"There was a Ume when I was
:,truggling so hard that I took
everything I could get and I worked for
free just so I could sing for some
~le. And then it gets to a point when
It is your living and then a lot of people
want you to play for free and if you
can't., they just don' t look at it the same
way. "
"So the promoter comes up to me and ,
says he wants me to do a concert at the
Metropolitan Sports Center there which
holds 24,000 people."
Denver laughed.
" Yeah, • could probably go there and
. [ could fill it and make more money in
one ni,ht than I've ever made il1 a year.
Great. So, what if I go in there and
don' t sell out., then I'm the one who suffers."
nAnd even if I did sell out.," he countered, " I probably wouldn't be able to
do the show like I wanted to. That's why
I like places like Shryock, where you
can get closer to the audience. "
The door opened, and Denver's road
manager came in. It was about time for
Denver to leave.
But we talked a bit more, briefly
touching on his involvement with antiwar demonstrations in Washington
where he sang at rallies and his plans of
doirog a benefit concert for those hardshipped by the recent nood in West
Virginja.
Then. Denver put on his red, velvet
trimmed coat., gave his guitar case a
thump and headed for the door.
"You know, " he said over his
sh~JI.Ilder, "you find that you get to a
pomt where you have more fun playing
John Denver, who wrote " Leaving On A JetpIane," recently appeared at SlU in "'OOC8rt.
for free than you do for money."
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'Barber of Seville' on
television opera show
8

Sunday aftemoOD and evening
programs on WSIU-TV, Channel 8 :
2:30 p.m.-NCAA national gymnasties chllmpiOllShips (Sm entered> at Iowa State University,

A~~ the Clock, rum story ci
Smith!ionian Institute. Washington.

D4~30-David

Litt1ejohn-Critic at
Large; 4 :45-Charlie' s Pad; 5Defenders; 6-Zoom.
6:30-Who's Afraid mOpera, Part
I. JC811 Sutherland is joined by the
London Symphony Orchestra and a
large supporting cast inc1uding puppets who sing the hi,!hligbts mgreat

operas in their original IaIJlU8le
while resenting the story line in
E ; l The farst program features
arias from the "Barber mSeviI1e,"

by Rossini.
7-Firinc Line. Controversial
British ~tician Sir Oswald Mosley
joins William F . Budtley, Jr., for a
retrospective IcD at the past fcur

decade&.
8-Masterpiece'lbeatre, "The Last
m the Mohicans."
9-SeIC Defense fCll' Women. Jerry
Offsteia demonstrates that ODe m
the most important aspects m
defeating an attacker with karate is
a confident attitude on the part m

Pentagon mov'ie to be
shown Sunday evening
Suday

School

mMusic: Piano recital, Jan

Douglas, 3 p. m . , Shryock
Auditorium ; recital, visiting a~
tis t, Judith Farris , 8 p. m .,
Shryock Auditorium.
S.G .A.C. Movie: Films by Jobn LeoDOlI and Yoito 0110, 7 and 9 p.m. ,
CommuaicatiOllS Theater, advanced ticket sales ooIy, $1.50.
Interpreter's Theater : " Past,
Present, Future", 8 p.m. , Calipre
Stage, Communications, admission $1.
Dance Theater Production: Senior
coocert, Daniel M. Feblig and
David Westphal, " Dewd8" . 8
p.m., Furr Auditorium, donation
25 cents.
S.G.A.C. Films Committee: " Bell,
BcD and Candle" , 7 and 9 P. m.,
Student Cent'!'!' Auditorium, ad-

t~'::1191, 53&-239S, 53&-2392;
.
medical calli 453-3311,
457-7515; emergency vehicle 45S3000.
Science Fiction Club : Group
discussioo NI :3O p.m. , meeting,
8 :30-11 p. m ., Student Ce.n ter
Room D.

....... OIIIeIbI. ...... O'"

..................... 16. .
liar)',enDwbIIe ............. cu

aftID deItrar a ..... ~
eaabIe JGII III dIf.... ,.,....
10-Darid 8uukiDd. lIatberI~1IIIIl .......
meet witb SUakiiId to diIaIa IbIir

fram."""""

prablellll .... tile variGuI WII1I m
their Uvea.
Monday aftemoOD and evening
programs: 3 p.m.-'I'birty MiJutes
with bladt MayCll' Ricbard Hatdler,
Gary, lad.; 4-Sesame Street; 5Evening
Report ;
5:30MisterRogers' Neighborhood; 6The Electric Company.

S!.:;T~

T~ta~

f!:'
group, with 10 people and a large
horn section. bas played in Carooa.

.'ei

Campus sororities to
off
two-week rush peri"d Monday
Two weeD m sororit;y I1IIb will
begin Monday with an opeD baue
party at. p.m. in Ballroom A in tile
Student Ceater.
Marilyn G. Keithley, ·PaabelIeaic
ruab ebairmaa, said reCresbmeDtI
wiD be aerved at the opeD bcuae ....
qustiaas abGIt sororities will be

answered.

Sign-up tables wiD be set up on
campus Tuelday tbnJugh 11urIday

HETZEL OPTICAL SERVICE

~ ::~

=tic!!: era:.!
are woririag

album they
OIL
7-Specia1 m the Week, "Soan,y
Brown and the Fallen Sparrows." A
former convict who is DOW a jazz
musician is featured with his group.
"The FaDen Sparrows." that he formed while in prison. The "minute
color performance documentary
features interviews and films mthe
group in CODCert.
8:30-Boc*beat; 9-Enccunter.
100The Movie Tonight, " AU the
KinKs Men " Broderick Crawford
stars in ODe m the best political
ftlmS about the rise and fall m a
politician.

Open 24 Hours

Phone 457...'

411 S. lllno1s /!we.

MOO FRAMES GOLD RIMS
Sunglasae&-Regular Ax & Photogray
Contact Lenae Pollshed-Frana RepaIred
1-Day Service
We SpecIalize in .Contact Lens FIttIng
am Eye Examinations

Dr. James C. Hetzel Optometrist
- -

\:

w

SAlUKD

NOW at the

CINEMA

VARSITY

(~)
Intramural Recreation: 1-5 and 7-11
p.m. , PuUiam Pool ; 1-11 p.m..
PuUiam Weight Room. and Gym.
W.R.A.: Recreation. 2-5 p.m., Gym
114, 2l11, _ ; badminton tcu~
"
nament, 5-10 p.m. , Gym.
Wesley
Commun i ty
House :
Celebration (worship> 11 am.,
cciTee 10:30 a .m., 816 S.llIinois ; A
Matter mConscience Series, ftim ,
" SeUing ci the Pentagon", admission free, 816 S. IlL
Alpha Kappa Alpha: Meeting. 3-7
p.m. , Student Center Room A.
Sigma Gamma Rho: Meeting. 2-5
pm., Student Center Room D.
Southern Illinoi s Film Society :
~ovie, 8 P. m., Dav~ Auditorium.
Phi Mu Alpha : Meeting. 7:30 p.m. .
Student Center Room B.
Grand Tcuring Auto Club: Auto
cross, 11 a . m.-5 p. m.. Arena
Pa~ Lot.
Baha' i Club: Meeting, 2 p. m.,
Library Undergrad Conference
Room Lwnge.
M ....y
Sorority Rush : 8-10 p.m., Student
Center BaUroom A.
Molecular Science Colloquy : Dr.

Itt

~:[:~Ch Vins~~~~:' a~irl~~:

University, " An Interpretation m
Tetrahedral Bond Length and
Angle VariatiOllS in Silicates and
Gennanates" , 4 p.m., Nedters

B;440.
Intramural Recreation: 8-11 p.m.,
PuUiam Pool ; 3-11 p.m., PuUiam
Gym" Weight Room.
Zeta Phi Eta : Meeting, 7-10 p.m. ,
CommunicatiOllS Lcunge

A~, P:o!m~~~~a!~~

Livinc Lab.
Alpha Zeta: Meeting. 9-10 p.m. ,
Nedters C-1l8.
Hillel Heuse: Hebrew, 7: 30 p.m.
Health Service PhODes : Doctor' s ap-

-_.....-......
----.---

.re=.

W"tDl_ey~8
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WEEKDA V5-7:oo • ' :00

A MARK IlVDEll ALM
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Panavision8 Technicolor8 From Warner Bros. A Kinney Company_

.

PLUS

DR. PHIBES
.. ..
OPEN 7:00

. . . .. .. .
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Student Senate requests Derge
to retain U-Senate veto power
The Studenl Senate, at its weekly

=~ ~:4:y :fflh'p=:

David Derge urging him to let the
University Senate keep its veto
power. The letter also will ask
Derge to return the University
Senate Scrrening ~ommittee's

~erbill prepared by Jeanie
Cochran, west side non-dorm
senator, stated that the University
Senate has proven itself to be a
reliable body, one which is capable
r:J making its own decisions. The
only way, read the statement. for

GS courses
try pass, fail
By Ridaard Lereu
Dally EIYJIdaa Staff Writer

'Past, Present, Future'
Movement and literature blend In a scene from the Calipre Stage
production of " Past-Perfect-Future" being presented throuQh Sunday
of this weekend. Staging of the worl<s of Bradbury, Ferli(!ghettl,
Thurber and Sandburg will be includfld in the program. Performance
starts at 8 p.m. (Photo by John Killoren)

Alpha Gamma Rho
man wins 'Ugly' title
Jeff Pedlron, member r:J Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity, edged out
five other " ugly men" to win the
" Ugly Man" contest staged Thul"
&day to raise funds Cor the Arthritis
Foundation.
The contest, sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi, was set up in a votingdonating fashion. Votes were a
penny each but people could give
any amount they wanted.
" We netted $212.26. This was
three times the amount we expected
to collect. " said Liz Johnson, AOPi
member and coordinator r:J the COlItest. By the end r:J the day, members had eoIIected $74.34 i.n pennies
alone from the people who voted,
she said.
Each ugly man had Lo obtain a
permit Lo solici t funds in the SbJdent
Center. Peckron was the only contestant to get a soliciting permit
from the housing oI'fice, enabling
him Lo go into all on-campus
housing areas to collect votes.

" The extra soliciting is what
helped him win," Miss Johnson

said.
The winning costume is an Alpha
Gamma Rho trademark. His frate,..
nity won the contest in 1968, 19111,
1970 and this year, with the same
oulfit-a mixture of cornstarch,
flour and water, rubbed on a nylon
stocking worn on the individual's
head.

The General Sudies joint standing

committee Friday approved the use
r:J elective pass-fail grading for 66
G.S. courses.
The list 01' courses were sent to the
committee by Robert A. McGrath,
dean 01' admissions and records.
McGrath said the departments have
approved the changes. The courses
will become elective pass-fail beginning with summer quarter.
The classes, according to
division, are as follows :
GSA : 110a and b, 102 a and b, 321,
322 and 340.
GSB : looa and b, 102a, 211a and b,
302, 303, 305, 3ll, 312, 345, m , 380b,
385, 390, 391 and 392.
GSC : 102, 110a, band c, 207, _ ,
209, 211a,b and c, 215, 305, 310, 311,
312, 317, 318, :r.:o, 325, 330, 331 , 332,
333, 345a,b and Co 348, 349, 351a,b,
and C, 363, 365, 381, 382, 383, 386 and
3tf1.

GSD : 110.
GSE : 246.
GSE 246 use to be GSA 346.

the senate to have more than an ad- .
They also believe that foreig;
visory function is to keep its veto I1udeots, because 01' their broad
power over the presideDt.
' cultural differences, comprise a
The senator voted unanimously to unique minorit;y group, and face difsend the letter.
ferent prGblems than any odIer
In other business the body spent minoril¥ group 011 campus.
over 20 mirutes debating on the
Also at the meeti., the senators
issue r:J the foreign student senator voted to allow graduate students to
seat before finally voting to run for the position r:J StudeDt
eliminate it. The seat will be Government Activities Council
replaced with an advisory commit- chairman, recommend to the

tee.

The controversy on this stems
from the possibility that the &eat
may be in violation r:J the state and
federal constitutions because it
discriminates in favor 01' a minority
group and might open the way for
the establishment r:J other minority
group senate seats. Those in favor
r:J the seat believe ~t the student
senate, as its own governing body,
can make any rule or regulation' it
wants without fear 01' violating !he'
consti tutions.

Grads to exhibit
art thesis work'
u!isr~p~:w, f?oat!':. ~r:~.:
Fiber," will be held from 6 p. m. to.
p.m. Monday in Mitchell Gallery in

the Home Econoniics BuiJding.
The show features the work r:J two
graduate students in the School 01'
Art, William Happel and Dina
Yellen. The show will run from
April 10.15 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.rn.

Inlernalional folk arlisl
10

play in Big Muddy

~::::/~. bre!::t!x~~~

a full week and to support Marisa
Caoot-Amorous, former professor r:J
applied science in the Scbool r:J

E'ts.~t~~~~~

that
the University discriminated
~ sex in
denying
a summer position and

against her because

her

~~~herCC:~u!"~n:

against the University in her favor ..;

some
iris have
refun?
Some girls do have more
fun than others. They're
always on the go. Love
hiking, camping, all active
sports. If you're that girl,

T.A. Clark, a fo1lt artist who has

~~ c:fu~':: ~~.=;

Room from • p.rn. to 12 :30 a.rn.
Saturday. according to Jack
PolacbS, Student Center programming committee member.
Admission to the Big Muddy
Room is free.

'Mary Poppins'
autlilion!4 set
The trvou ts for the Calipre
Stage production r:J "Mary p~
pins" will be Monday and Tuesd3Y.
The Monday tryouts will beglO at
7:30 p.m. in Room 1018 r:J the Communication Building. The Tuesday
tryouts will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Communication Lounge.
Gary Murphy, the assistant director, also aJUlounced that four male
and three female parts are open.
'Mary Poppins" will be presented
on May 26 and 27, and June 2 arvl!l.

you proba1lly use Tampax
tampons. The internal
sanitary protection that
solves your mOJ\thly problems. Lets you be aD active
as you please_ Th~ Sl~~en
smooth container-applicator makes Tampax
tampons comfortable and
easy to insert. Go ahead,
be the girl that has more
fun_ There are millions of
girls just like you. All
Tampax tampon users.

Job discussion
at frat meeting
Pi Mu Eps ilon, the national
mathematics fraternity, will meet
.li t 8 p.m. Tuesday in Neckers C
room 218.
Ken Goldman, president r:J P i Mu
Epsilon, said the program for the
meeting will include a film and
disrussion by Dan Gilbert, Southern
Illinois representative from the
Xerox Corp. Gilbert will disruss job
opportunities for studen:S in math
and computer science.
AII interested students are invi ted, Goldman sa id.
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE-COMMUNICATIONS BLDG.
ADVANCE TICKET 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m. STUDENT CENTER
SALES ONLY
$1.50
TICKET OffiCE

ew

auditorium now open
A __ 315-sMt auditorium GIl the
fll'llt floor
tile SlUdeot Center is
_
in qlel'&tiaa, James Sheppard,

or

assistaat direc:tor or the S"liident
Ceat.er, said Tlursday.

.!n~ ~ite

u.:c. ~~ ::

campus and off-campus gJ'QUps for
films, lectures and caaferences.
"Already, we' ve used the facility
for films shown by the Student Center Programming Committee," said
Sheppard. "It hasn' t been in

~t't: ~=,hs~~t~:

lion, but those who have attended
films there have told me they
thought the acwstics were very

good" .
AU seats ·in the auditorium, said
Sheppard, are covered with soft
cloth. " In fact," he said, " I wCliId
say that it is more comfortable th:m
many or · the prliessiooal theaters

~ 'I'Iunday .... Suada)' . . . .
edmiIIiGII fUmI ..,..and by Ibe
Studeat GoverDlDeJlt Actirities
CcJuacil every Friday aad Saturda.J
aigbII .... lecIuIa .... CIIIIf......
10 be scbeduIed at CICbIr . . . .
Sbeppard said.

Glass & mirror.
Plexiglass
Glidden Paint.
Auto paint

CRISPIN
giass & paint
407 1/2 N. lit
457-6916

$lownlown."

Center
a,uditorium

Students attend a lecture in the new auditorium in the Student Center.
The first-floor facility seats 315, and will be used for films, lectures _
and conferences. (Photo by Jay Needleman)

1 here is a complete sound
system, said Sheppard, as well as
complete projection room facilities
for films. However, he sa.id the
auditorium is not equipped for
theatrical productions.
A tentative schedule for use Ii the
auditorium caDs for the showing Ii
free films sponsored by the (SCPC)

Why doestit General Electric
talk about thermal pollution when they
talk about nuclear power plants?
General Electric ha been talking feet on aquatic life. More than 97 utilnuclear powel' plal~tR e\'er ' ince we itieR have been financially imolved in
pioneel'erl them in the fifti es. nd we over 300 . uch stuclies.
think they can help ol\'e Amel'ica's
Good effects?
energy problems in the 70' and O's. It" been found, in some cases, adding
Bot we're al. 0 aware tha t nuclea r heat to water can actua lly be bene)OWel'ha pl'oblell1sofit own. ·ficial. Warm i I'rigation \\ ater has exProblem wOlth talking t ncled growing , ea_ons .
.,
..
abo ut . Like the
Warm watel' ha
.
-.
environment.
cl'eated new
Actually, we fel t wintering pond
one of the gl'ea test along water- ft1~~JJ;~~~~~»'"
adva ntages of fowl migration
nuclea r power routeR. Florida
1A'-'=--,,-.-4<IL..::iI~ was em ironis using it to growshdmp and lobster.
.!lI •.J-iL,:!!I~!'!I!!!I!t, '::0'" I p.JJLllJI,f-LlLiUlu..;mental. - In Texas, it' incI'easing the weight of

VOU~NOW

VOUROWN
STYLE:

~
. .

.

A~t.i=~~~~~~~i1~~~~~~
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Unlike fossil-fueled powel' plants,
there is no smoke to pollute the ail'.
But like fos ii-fueled plants, there
is warmed watel' relea~ed to SUI'rounding waterways.
Cooling it.

commel'cialcatfish by a much as500~.
Work to be done.

Listing these benefits is not to beg the
i~ ue. Thermal effect remain a tough
problem to solve a> many site . Each
plant must be considered individ~
ally, in its own envi ronment, and thIS
is being done.
General Electric, the utilities and
environmentalists will continue to
wOI'k hard. Because \\e think the advantages of nuclea!' power fal' outweigh the disadvantages.

We recognize thermal pollution a a
. el'ious problem. And GE and America's utilities are working on thermal
problems at nucleal' ites
on a plant-by-plant basis.
Many people don't
Why are we running this ad?
realize, for example, that
It's one ad of a series on the problems
utili tie al'e I'equil'ed by
of man and his environment today.
federal law to design and
And the ways technology is helping to
operate theil' plants withsolve them.
in tempel'ature limits
The problems of our environment
prescribed by the states.
(not just nuclear power problems)
So utili ties are spendconcern us becau e they will affect the
ing millions of dollar on
future of thi country -and this planet.
dilution control ystem,
-We have a stake in that future. As
cooling ponds and cooling
businessmen. And, simply, as people.
towers to comply.
If you are concerned too, we'd like
But, in addition, utilto heal' from you, Write General Elecitie are , ponsoringbasic
tric, Dept. 901-CN, 570 Lexington
I'e. eal'ch on heat exchange and its ef- Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022.

"They" can't
tell you what to
wear anymore. The day
they stopped making minis
was the day you started making them. Because no one
knows better than you what's
best for you. There are fads
and fashions in monthly protection, too. And they'll try to
tell you the old-fashioned
ways are wiser. Or the new
gimmicks are the answer. But
you know best .
You know you can rely best
on Tampox tampons. For comfortable, dependoble, invisible protKtion. And you know
you'll get the absorbency-size
that's right for you. Because
only Tampox tampons offer
three sizes: Regular, Super
and Junior.
But you know that.
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'$' suffers plet difficulties,
abounds in unnecessary capers
By Gleu Ama&o

D.uy EIYJICIu 8Wf Wliler

"$," at the SaJuki, is, for a little
more than half r:i its two-bwr running time, an unnecessarily complicated Big Heist caper.
One has a diffiwlt time grasping

~=P:~te~}r!~~l~~:~
Bnds buries everything under an
avalanche r:i smart-set talk· (whim
is incongruous with the characters'

middle-and -lower-c lass

back-

~~; a~h~U~~' ca~=:~

everything more or less falls into
place, and there are a few neat
twists nea r the end.
Here's the story, as near as I can
decipher. A baM serurity expert
(Warren Beatty), having finished
installing his equipment in a Hamburg bank, c<dts up an elaborate
scheme to rob a gang r:i crooks'

Everylhirll! ends happilv far 6eatlV
safety-deposit boxes.
He figures that his plan is and his girl, whim goes to show, I
guess. UlIlt crune does pay when
:!~~':iraf::S::, ~ you're a security expert.
The dialogue isn't very witty,
police. He enlists the aid r:i his
nitwit girlfriend (at least she seems whim is what it tries so desperately
to be his girl and, at any rate, she's to be, and sequences conceived as
played by Goldie Hawn. who has taut-for instance, when 6eattly
never been better), and the two flee plays a cat-and-mouse game with
the crooks as he anempt to get to
the train station-go on forever.,
Still, there's that fmal bit r:i extended business in whim the fIlm gives
an indication r:i the sharp-witted
crime caper it might have been. It's
beautiful to watch-if anything, it' s
a two-hour advertisement for
Germany by separate means, with European vacations-and the pertwo r:i the crooks after Beatty. One formers can't be faulted, but what is
crcdt dies and the other catches good here could clearly have been
Beatty on a train, where two r:i the :.n;.~~c:.:ed not only better, but
film's drollest twists occur.

FUNICLYSPUICING
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LilJrary plans
insl(lllal ion of
new machines
By Jolul B. eraf....
S&ucleDt Wriler

Jerald HamDtOll

Pr 0 f e ss 0 r toe 0 n c Iud e
Sh ry 0 C k or g a 11 S e r 1· e S
By UDiven;ity News Service

Jerald Hamilton, concert organist
and professor of music a t the
University r:i lllinois, will play the
final program in a series r:i three
concerts inaugurating sm's new instrument in Shryock Auditorium.
Hamilton's appearance at 8 p. m.
Wednesday is billed 3n r:ificial
event r:i the University's Centennial
period 0969-74 ).
While studying under Andre Marchal in Paris, France. ilS a
Fulbril!ht scholar, Hamilton was accepted as accompanist and organist
for the Choeur Philharmonique de
Paris for the 1954-55 season. He is
wrrently organist and choirmaster
for the Chapel r:i SI. John the Divine
in Champalgn.
A native r:i Wichita, Kan., he
holds academic degrees from the

Fa t advi ernent
available to
business majors
Fast track advisement. designed
for business majors wishing a quick
way to pr~register for the summer
and fall terms, has been scheduled
for Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday ,
in
Room
121 r:i the Classroom Building.
Academic advi ers will be
available to provide advice and
assistance to sLUdenl~.
.
All busines majors are eligible to
use fast track advisement except
th05e who have not had one regular
appointm nt with a busi ness advisor. Graduating seniors preregistering for their last lerm's
work are eligible.

Art instructor's
drun:ing splected
A pencil drawing r:i Anteater's
road hat has been selected for
exhibition in the Davidson ational
Print and Drawing Competition in
North arolina.
The sketch, drawn by Dan Wood,
instructor in the Art Departm nt, is
ont.' in a serit.'S of sketches using
peoplt.' r:i Carbondale as a theme.
The picturt.' is r:i the wid~brimmed
hzt worn by Antt.'.1lt.'r. a local motorcvcll' ridt.'r.
. Wood's sketch is one r:i 127 select('(l Irom more than 2SOO entrtes.
oml.' r:i the lOP artists in the coontry wt.'rl.' reprl'S<'nted in the selecItnn.
Page 12. Daily Egyptian. April 8. 1972

University r:i Kansas , where /It: was
a pupil r:i Laurel Everette Anderson. He has previously served on the
fawlties r:i Washburn University,
Ohio University and the University
r:i Texas.
The public is invited to attend the
Hamilton COllcert. There is no admission charge.
The earlier inaugural concerts
were presented bv Anton Heiller.
Viennese organist, on Nov. 5, and by
Marianne Webb, University
organist and head r:i the organ
program in the sm School r:i Music,
Jan. 12.

Pen, pencil and theme paper
dispensing machines are to be installed in Marris Library soon according to Sidney E. Matthews,
assistant director of Morris

Li~~'1rge

machine dispensing all
three items will be installed in the
Undergraduate Library, Matthews
said Also several smaller machines
will be distributed throughout the
upper .f!oors.
.
.
. Awuhary and ~Ice EnterprJSeS
IS wITently searchIng the market
for lh~ most ~ependable and
~onom.lcal macbi!1e5 acc()/'(lIng to
DI.ck r:<:lng, supervlS~r. However, at
this ume. no m~chllles have been
chosen, ~;mg saId
.
. A~lliary and Service. En~
prJSeS IS a part r:i the UruV~lty
tha~ manages all the self-SUS~lrung
busl~ses 011 campus. According to
the director, C.arlton F. Rasche,
none r:i the busllIesses 011 campus,
for example Text.bcdt Rental, make
any profil.

'DIDN'T I 1EU. 'r\?U ',OUR BLIND DATE
WAS CN WE" WRESllI~ TEAM?'

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts,
here's how little you shell out to get around:
$130forTwo Months of unlimited rail travel In
Austria, IIeIgIum, Detunark,Fnmce,Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway,Portupl,SpaIn,SWeden,SWItz.....nd.
You shell out $130, and get a Student-Rail pass.
All you need is the bread and somethi g to show you're
a bona fide student between 14 and 25 .
Our Student-Rail pass gives you all that unlimited
rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those
13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air
fares and Student-Rail pass you've got Europe made.
Our Student-Rail pass gets you Second Class
travel on our trains. You 'll find that there's very little
second class about Second Class. Besides being comfortable, clean , fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

5ruDENT-RAILPASS

pean trains have some other advantages for you. They
take you from city center to city center, so you don't have
to hassle airports. And the stations are helpful homes
away from home, with Pictograms that give you information in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms,
bookstores and other helpful facilities.
Now, here's the catch. You can't get your
Student-Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in
Europe-you have to get them before you leave the country. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in
the coupon for a free folde', complete with railroad map.

The w.Y to ..e Europe without 'eelinC like. tourist.

Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland .
Eurailpass, Box 90, lindenhurst, New York 11757.
Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. 0 Or your Student-Railpass folder order form. 0
Name ______________________________
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Penn State leads Iowa in NCAA gymnastics
•

By JlmB.....
Daily Egypdu s,.u Wlilel'

AMES, Iowa-Penn State held a
slight edge over till' University u

Iowa (156.65-155.90) following till'
first two sessions u Friday's 0ptional exercises in till' NCAA gymnastics championships being held
here.

White Sox won't kick
players out ballpark
•

CHICAGO (AP)-The Chicago
White Sox Friday called off
scheduled games with the Oakland
Athletics here Saturday and Sunday, but balked at a request by
American League president Joe
l;rooin to ban Sox Ptayers from
working wt in White Sox Park
,during the baseball strike.
Voluntary workwts by almost a
score u players since Wednesday in
Sox Park last night brought a phooe
~ll from Crooin asking that the
club adhere to a March 31 directive
to close major league parlts to
players.
Owner John Allyn said " if they
want to enforce that ruling, they' re
going to have to find a way because
they are going to have a 1008 hard
fi't:;;' cross-town Chicago Cubs
tried to follow the White Sox lead
Thursday, permitting some 10
:.;players to work wI in Wrigley
Field, but a telegram from National
League president Chuck Feeney
changed the mind u vice president
John Holland by nightfall
The Cub players went back to
working wt Friday at Holy Cross
High School in suburban R iver
Grove.
The White Sox previwsly ca.ncelled the season opener scheduled

Thursdav with the A's and their
calling Uf the whole weekend series
with Oakland set back the Sox
prospective home opener to April 18
when Texas appears for a tw()-game
series. Sox officials calculated till'
eliminated Oakland series cost the
club about S2OO,OOO.
Allyn's insistence to remain the
ooIy major league owner permitting
strlkebwnd players use u park
facilities was academic for this
weekend at least.
" The weather woo' t permit any
workwts the next few days," said
general manager Stu Holcomb,
"but the club hwse IS open aoo (Dr
players can use it if they wanl. "
Allyn, also cootending that Commissiooer Bowie Kuhn shwld do
some " arm twisting' , in the strike,
was adamant abwt letting his
players use Sox facilities.

The SIU squad. along with New
Mexico and Iowa State, did not compete until till' third sessioo held later
in till' evening.
Penn State's and Iowa's scores
were determined by averaging both
their earlier compulsory and optiooal marks.
Both till' Nittany Lions (Penn
State) and till' Hawkeyes (Iowa) appeared to be in solid cootentioo for
qualificatioo for till' leam finals.
Only till' top three schools are
eligible for advancement into Sa~
day's finale.
The Air Force Academy (150.575).
Washingtoo (144.30) and Georgia
Southern (140.00) were virtually
eliminated from till' finals.
Steve Hug, u Stanford, led the allaround competitors after two
sessions with a 107.75 score. The
closest rival to Hug was Penn
State' s Marshall Avener who
finished with a 104.45 mark.
Avener had a mediocre 52.15 optiooal score, and it's possible that
both the Salukis' lop two all-around
gymnasts, Gary Morava and TOOl
Lindner, can pass Avener upoo
completioo u the third session.
Gene Wettstooe, coach u Penn
State, was full u confidence '>efore
Friday's optionals. But his squad
could muster ooly a 158.75 00 optionals. Iowa scored 157.85.
The Salukis, the Nittany Lioos

an eatered the
third seSBioD haviDi optional

and the Hawkeyes

averages above the I . mark. SlU
led the ntioo iD scoring with a lD.GO

average.
Another task for some SlU performers will be qualifying for Saturday
night's individual (mals between the
lop six gymnasts in each event.
Pending Friday's performaDce,
Morava was in fourth place 00
vaulting, sixth 00 the parallel bars
and tied for ninth and teoth places

Salukis grab lead
Seutllera IIIiDola
tioaaIa .. grab tile

JelldE"
~

~Ua"".m""'_
TIle 8a1a1da are . .

Pea 8,* fa 'Frida~, . .
ill.. the . . . . fII aM NCO

willi 158.175 . . . . . f......
by Pe_ 8tate (151._). ne.e three t.eama wiD IDee&
saturda)' fOl" tile aatloaal Utie.
Iowa 8'*', .troq Gf!I-aI exerdaea (113.71) moved
tllem pau Iowa .... lhellaala willie New Mexiee (1a.'II)
failed .. flllaUfy by two-teDllll fII a ......
Seutllera grabbeil the lead Ity .eorIq 113.15 fa the •
UoaaIa,. secOad oaIy .. Iowa 8tate.
Gary Morava aDd Tom LiDdDer ftalsbed aeeoM aM
fourth res~vely iD the an-.......... ~U..... LiadJler
is the CllJ'ftDt leader ill the b!8h bar. I . .Yiduai ebampIoDships wiD alao be deeided sabanlay.

1M softball
set Monday
Unless it rains pretty hard, men' t
intramural sutball is scheduled to
begin Mooday with eight game all
starting at 4 :15 p. m.
Fast-pitch and slow-pitch games
)Sing the 12-inch sutball will be
played on fields ooe, two and three
whilt' the rest u diamonds will be
occupied with players hitting a 16inch sUtball
Mooday: field ooe, Chico State vs.
Hal's C&T; field two, Seminoles vs .
.\bbott Maggotts ; field three. Pabst
Popular vs. Cold Food ; Reemos vs.
S8mmies .Rejects; field five, AGR
" B" \ '5. Snat.cl1ers; field six , Reefer
Rockets vs. Abbott Vards; field
en, Nads vs. Bonaparte's; field
eight. Gribblies vs. Weeoers.
Managers for
intramural
volleyball will meet at 7 p.rn.
Tuesday in Room 221 u Lawson
Hall Managers must bring full
roster and a $2 entry fee.

Weather delays
tennis affair
The opening round u Friday's
quadrangular tennis meet with Northern Illinois, Memphis State.
Illinois and Southern Illinois was
postponed due to bad weather,
Friday.
The a ction will resume Saturday
morning with SIU taking 00 Memphis State at 9 a.m. and the Illini at
2 p.m.
The Salukis will take on Northern
Uinois at 10 a.m., Sunday in their
final match.

Frosh oppner today
Swthern's lIl i nois ' freshman
baseball lean- gets its season underway ibis weekend with two games.
The yearlings take on Kankakee
Junior College 00 the SIU diamond
at nooo Saturday.
Sunday the frosh do battle with
Three Rivers Junior College at 1
p.rn.

Pre p wr estl er vi il hf're
High school wrestler Ja<* Bruchman (167) u Highland, lod., is
visiti ng the SUr campus this
weekend as the guest u SaIuki
wrestling CCBch Linn Loog.

For II free IS" x 2." poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable, Dept. F, O.P.O. Box 1170, New YorI!, N.Y. 10001
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... ,~rlftOlCM!f'tl~n;mus:IDllDiIICI'"
~~torec:au'lb.l,..,.,..e\ittJl~

oroertonn ......CJ'I ~ ln 8Ctl 1'iUft rNy
bt m& ,k!CIfTbr"O.q1I to tN!oHiCIt. ~tfJa",me
t"IQrtf\~. CoTrnuniCaI~bUtlrdtn5J'40~
crICMQf:C'«JfI'1S

Kalb-M.ltw1um 0\IIr'9iI

.~

fer two lIre

M..IItIP~

Imoerttcn'.tr$.re faracbwhol(J'lf'V1O'1~

,W!IQJllvt!CIit'Y'WithoJlaDt'c:ttar'Ige

'67 Yamaha lOS• ...ais dutdl. S200 or

=::'~~:'''''-- ' ' '''' --'
'58 Buick Special . excellent cxn:I .•
S250 or best offer. 861-2545 aft. 5. 2lOA

~:.e~~~:! ~~~. ~
2nA

W......1'" will trade for bike.

.e

' dly

l dot';')S~1O~

10

1 50

J.'O

1~

I
2:
, .,

1 1!t

2:

SiS

1
1

1

6
000
I'
150
II

"

)

h
f!QUit ~ .ppr c.l m.ltely
CUI"".a'. UW!hecrdtrtorm

W!\IIoICII"'Cb F:0" 6C
~,.., ~

Jeep truck. rebuilt eng .• ~ whI . cr .•

~~nve:= 6~~ ~~21rA
'70 Hcnda. CLl75. must sell. 806 W.
~-42.79 .
213A

r\UTOMOTIVE
1m

Kawasak i Mach 3. 4000 actual
m iles. excellenl shape. 549·1244. 242A

HARLEY OIL
Pomls. Dlugs. parts &

custom accessorIes

'57 Il\'1lI!f'ial. body dt. ~.ooo m i.. lids.
trakes. S200 or best. 549-82111 . Fred.

27~

'66 Ram Amer .• va. 1'5 .• pIl .. rew battery. tires. auto. UX). Claude. 549275A

'66 MGB. __ top. clutdl. & eXhaust •
ww. fro bdy .• S650. Wayne. ~.356S .
276A

'55 Chelf truck, rew tires. dutdl &
brakes. call ~9- 1169. ask S275. 278A
'61 VW. w-64 eng .• w-U.ooo m i.• new
bat. & shocks. brakes. etc.• $35(H)ffer.
no. 70 Unlyersity Heigt11s Tr. Ct. or
549-2758.
279A
Dune Buggy. all rew. really sharp
flake. dlronne. much more. ph. 9~·
1m/.
280A
19n Ply. Sebrl"ll Plus. 383. rew ti res.
~It . accessorIes. blk. with 111'1 1. top.
Wht. int .• must sell . Galt Dempsey.
~ . after 2 p.m .
243A

'he sexy European

~~:~ici'=r,:.I~~.6str~t~

Dream no m:n
IfIlO: 2.000

.l>t Pontiac. runs very _II . 549-8798.
ask $3SO. Russ.
24CA

all new 2tn?Ve
the only UncolnMercury Capri Dealer

1~

Chevy van. 38000 mi.. S6OO. 457·

4745.

189A

'61 Metro English Nash. S32S or best
offer S49-Gl2.
239A
1970 Torino GT. 191t blue. autopower. wculd trade. 457~723 . 2~

SOUTHERN ILL
HONDA
Sales of new & used bikes
Par~rvi ce-Accessories

I nsurance-Financing

1 years of Experience

1970 BSA ~1 Vidor Scrambler. excellent cxn:Illlon. ~ miles. 1-893200Q. J im .
187A

'67 English Ford. just been rebuilt.
__ d utdl. mufflers. ~75. 549-3656.
21lA

"

,

Sale of
Penton & Husqvarna
motor cross bikes
m i. ..., 01 ca_1e Hwy 13
PHONE 549-7397

( MOBILE HOMES )
Unique 1969. 12x60 Marriott. furn .•
ac.. bay wind.. eye. level oven.
washer-dryer .
snack
bar .
32 Frost Tr. O .
281A
'65 Richardson. 12x55. new air. rew
& dryer • __ has funwae.
dinet1e
refrlgator. gas rarve.
~

set.

=:tst.:: ~~. ~:

251A

10xS0 RD\ICrafI. carpeted. a ir r.ond ••
furnished. ex. cxn:I .. \lOS E . Park. no.
47. ~. aloell June.
2S2A

=

~ =..~i3f:.

'65 Ford. 2« .• ht •• blue, s ix stick. ssm
or best offer. ~1 6.
~

=.~=~.:-erGt.'=
bUy. $161X1. 549-7i51O or
l0061A

J

, p ' _.
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p.m . or anytime

sat.

& 5u'1.

cxn:I ..

~-6551.

SHOES

--SHOES2 For I
BUY pro get I free
Styles for You
(Not Your Dad!)

&rs
217A

casuals & boots

1965 Henslee. 10xS0. carp .• air cxn:I .•

~~;.gs~· ~I~549S
p.m .

21SA

10K56. carDet. ac .. shed. pord). fum ..
~ or best. S49-<Yl89 after 6 p .m .

WALKER'S
100 W. Jackson

12KS2. 1970 Eden. a ir . 2 bdnn .• furnished. carpeted. call ev.. S49-OOn.
220A

(I Block North

~' ~ie~~CO::=
~J~·a~5~.~i~I'X

of I C Station )

=: ~.rim~~:~~~l~
B ..; w. portable TV. $50. call 549-G675.
after 5.
195A

10xS0 Kentuckian. ex. cxn:I .. 2 bdrm ..
1If> bath. ac.• full carpet. call S4U095
after 5:30. avo in June.
91A

::~~~r~~~

REAL ESTATE

Used fumiture. cxrnpIete beds. good
desks. boc*sheIves. all at bargain
free delivery. ph. 6IIoU444.

mT'

Clarioon 70 wall receiver. SI50 or S200
with Garrard lumtabIe built in. 18
old. call ~~706.
223A

~~~.6P.m·· ~A

mill.

3 bedroom hCluse. cent. a ir .• 1 ~ bath.

~redIIIe Getman Shepherd. 9C2·272A.

Martin 018 Guitar. mint cxn:I .. $215.
283A

~~~set.=

=,

Scuba tank. backpeck. r:lrllator.
= s.best offer. ca I B~

·Siamese kittens. S10. call 6IW-2ASI aft.
BAm
5.
St. Bernard. male. 2 yrs. old. excellent pet. call 6IW-2II6C.
2S4A
Brand new queen Size waterbed with
frame $35. also 350 heads CIIfI'1)IeIe
with values etc.. 549-411). Phil. 255A

Dual Bandmaster boIIom. ~-I2's. good
cxn:Iilion. make offer. after 6. 54981~.
2S6A
Unhlox bess and bassman. top. XlnI.
cxn:I .• S75 each. call Paul 98S-6423.
257A

Drums. 2 sets or I big one. 8 dnms.

cymbals. hi-NI. seat & all. acoes .•
very cheap. will sep.• 549~7. 2S8A
Kustom amp. 3-15". JBL speakers.
must sell. CMap. ~-8381. Chris. 259A

We bUyand sell used furniture al ' prices. diSCXU1ts to students. located
on rt. 1~. Bush Ave .. Hurst. III. 11 mi.

n.e . of C'dllie. KItty's Used Furniture.
free delivery 2S m iles.
l0066A

Puppies free. 2 different Sizes. millEd

~'~~I=~bI~

tan and two solid White. call 993-2441 .
225A

VoM stereo tape recorder & .."p lind
Haiiaafters a ir aaft radio and electric guitar & amp. Jim. ~-S003. 226A

FOR RENT
I bedroom aparTments
completely furnished
& air conditioned
1OCiII1ed3m1 . _oI~le .

er.b On:Nrd EsIII... SW OI\IIIIan.
~ fnm er.b On:Nrd Bead1

599 Dr. monthspring & fall
$89 pr. month oumrne:
(,.".".." or singles>
'BEST RATES IN TOWN'
Bill or Pemy SIP-66I2

_lor

!c.~""\~ ~$p~u:.n~
1_

lSSS. S2S off.

Sale. will stbeI my c::onInIcI tor very
nice mod. fum apt. SI75 or bes' offer.
Imm. OCC.• call COllect 312-742-S032.
Jean ~ 9-10 p.m .
1~
carterville SIAliet. 2 brm. WIfvm ..
carpeted. ac .• $140 mo.• 985-6326. 1508
2 house trailers. call 549-SOII ~
5:30 & 9:30.
B8915

~~te~o;. ::,~

~

:lease. separate entrance. oonvenient
location. ph. ~-«l69 or 584101. 1728

Typewriters. new and used. all

brands. Also SCM electric portables.

~.~~~~: 11~1

You are a smart fellow or girl or
you would not be at 51 U. Get smart
on your hOUsing !

=&f ~n ~:6.a:sO ~

assorted irons & woods fa' S2.50 to
$l.OO ea. We also rent golf dlbs. Call
~-4J4.
BA&C2

Great Desert Waterbeds

WILSON HALL
1101 S. wall St.

Phone

~7-2169

In adIIllion to regular services. you

10xS0 New foNJDn. a ir.• fully carpeted.

'69 Hcnda 350. excellent cxn:Iltlon.
runs like new. best offer. 457.Q16.
21~

~.~ur::srpil::V~

call~1.

'66 Falcon. A· I shape. 6 cylincier.
stick, $l5O or best offer. 549-69~. 127A

'63 Ford van. good ti res & good con·
d ition. many rew parts & extras. best
offer over s.«JO. 549-1002.
186A

;:..e..~.3~~~.~·MA

SHOES -

Trailer. 12x60. l.nderpiming included.
216A

Yam\I!la Classical guitar and case.
ex. cxn:I. 5125. ph. 684-3692 11ft. 6 ex.
Thurs.
282A

1964 Chevy Van. excellent body.

'69 Yamaha 350. very gel. cxn:I .• ~75
or best offer. 549-2700 after 1 p.m .
211A

Caflies. IriSh Sellers. 12 other breet2s.
min. fnm carnpIS. terms. Melody
Fenn. ~3232.
BA916

~

1968 mobI . 1m .• l2xSO. fum .• a ir. carpeted. outside anIennII. exc. cxn:I .•
reasonable price. call 549-3817. 191A

rM IS£ELIANiOUS]

242~20

'71 0 . 350 Honda. exc. cxn:I .• 1000 m i.•
blue. $750. 549-{)9S4. before 2 p.m . 27A

'62 Chevy wagon-va. full ~r . fI.ns
well. extras. Sl 25 or offer. 549-nl0.
210A

II" TV. ~. $75. call Nulla. 549-9532.
1.sA

AssU'ne payments. low ~ity. 68
FIee'-l 12x60. 2 br .• study w-l0'
built-In desk. shelves. typing nook.
central a ir. I.nderpimed. anchorS.
549-12n.
163A

=·=."101~~~~~:
~-Hnl after ~ : 3O p.m .
250A

in Southern III.
513 S. 10th
MI. Vernon

'56 Healev 1(X).4. e xcellent cxn:I .• sell
or trade. make offer. 985-0154. 2A8A

1969 Honda 350 CI.. $.f9S. tel. 453-3351.
ext. 32. Paul.
7MA
Sunbeam Alpine '68. 172Scc. CDnV .•
low m .. very good cxn:I .• 549~7. 5495577.
'1D9A

~m. 10..-ed. S60. call 56-1756.

. Nllmllya-Sekor. 1000 OTL. fl . • • UV.
flllllr case. WIder ~. Sl50.
S49-4262.
166A

1968. deluxe. 12x55. fum .• a ir . carra:.~. 2 bedroom. exc. cxn:I.. ~

~~~ArN~~~.~ :

W-G MOTORSING

Voiks-slOO engines rebuill to perfec.
tion. complete cost S2A9. installed In
one day. 867-2531.
2A1A

'63 VW bus. 65 rebulll eng .• Sl.nroof
cxn:I .• few m iles on rew ~ .. stop by.
~~,:, a::',d~. 13. lant 1~

and CoNetIe StllV'lIY. SI«1O. Wild~ Pk. 87. on Giant City Blacktop .
28A

Sae theCapn
available in

=~~~9.~niCS drsm' l~

van. '57 Frd .• best afr.• now

~ooms . ~Vlllage;

MAX PARDEE

'57 Chevrolet. 2 dr. ~ .. 283. auto.• 4
barrel carb .• S2S0. ph. 684-6753. 161A

MDIII. 1m.. 57 fl.. S2850. CICa4JII fall

qtr.• pn/.

1970 Namco. 12x60. 3 bedrooms. 1If>
baths. ac.. carpeted IIV~nd
.

_available
through

For sale. '61 cadillac. blue • •l>t Pont .
Tempest wagon. brown. TRoo4 front
end parts. best offer on all . after 6
l60A
p .m .• 549~IOC .

8x32. 614 E . Park. no. ~ . CartIoncaIe.
SB«I04. '1500. lois of extras. 59A

' 70 Regent. 12x52. exc. cxn:I .• 2 bdrm .•

_Sa",,;

=~~~
~~'::cr~1:e~{
Box ~14 . M·boro. ph. 5$-0063. 159A

29A

9Q~740 .

THE CUSTOM WORKS

'63 Comet Conv •• good cxn:Iition.
cane to 306 S. Graham . apt. no. 2. 9
a .m . to noon or 5 or 7 p.m .• sorry. no
phone. $225.
157A

549-327S.

'66 Fairlane. rebuilt engine & trans .•
SS save. SgasS. 867-2531.
2nA

CAPRI

70 Honda. CB35O. ex. cxn:I .• gold.
many extras. $625. call Carev. 5495061.
2A6A

~Ings.

549-27~.

For yQJr Hog -CUstom Pai nting

1968 Yamaha 350cc. rew tires. 3000
miles on overhaul. Bill . 549-6725. 245A

no. 3.

Pecan. call

1546.

• 'OR SALE

1m trailer, eden. 12xS2. furnished •
elr·...uent .alllditian. IlOO E . Pattt.

51S-S65
21)7

SO. Illinois

~V:te~ =",,",~.
For smart students onIyregardless of your GPA.

.,
'r

FOB

l

BE.~T

J [~__FO_B_._D_~_·_J

"BBaT

---.-------

~~di=.~~l~
Student must rent or sell nice 2 1xI.
trailer with lot immed.. near
SplII-V. S90 mo.. 519-7620 before
•

IIDOII.

l1.a

121c56 tnltler. ~ dear. 2 air
card·s. far out • • 867-2531. 2I6B
Houle for 1WIt. summer. &c. . 4
1IecIraCImS. call Sf9.5011. F_ _
only. 2878
•
Female needed or 2 bdnn. tr.• 165 mo.
& .~ utll.. 1mIn. oa:.. StP-1961. aft. 5.

-

2 taroarn _Utili harne. air ClIftditlcnd. Rt. 3. M'bDro. III .• S115 mo..
_ _ fum.. ph. 611-1073. 6:00 to ':30
p.m .• no pets.
1168

Now Leasing
UMiTED NUMBER AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

Model Apartment

~=.~=':i.~

They're Here-

~illTy",,",?

Trailer. :HxIr.• air. card .•

-high food aat?

<OOki"".
-"". dlsheo.
-...png?

p.m.

Wilson -piI~!!I:;= chargE
-ca*s your ..... Is
_yourdlsheo
-ClIIT1DUS - '-'IIe-*Ing-

You also pet

·Individually A-C and _

roams
.2S'lC6IY...-pacI
~ In the ..... buildl""
_ryfacililles
-p-ivate rCDnS for summer
-pnM!I1 service. _ _ I""ord
Uniwnlty _ _ housing
forall~

Wilson Hall
1101 South Wall Street
Phone 457-2169

=-

=:=-ir:"'~'or'='

176B

Single room. $llS term. cooking.
:=;1.v~lrlS only. for fall ~
New mobile hOme. 12x60. 2 br .• part
utilities. furnished. near C·dale. quiet
~!:~.J.ts. a lso vacancy ~~

Houses--Apartments-Trailers
furnished
immediate occupancy

carpeted. Air Conditioned
Fumlshld-2-.4 jIIqIIe

~'r..1,;;!~.75RC:S: ~.~

TRAILSWESTGEORGETOWN
lst-549-1853

24. 2. 3. 4 bdr. hOUseS located
IhrcIughout C'dale for 4 to 6 students.
avail summer term and _are~
~~ lIIlPIications onIy8s~

~35SS

478

TWo bedroom oattages in woods. $ ISO;
one. two. and thre.. bedroom jIPI$. on

~tl,~ ~erv~~~~~~~ ~

48B

Apartments & Mobile
Homes
GALE WI lLiAMS
RENTALS

Qt .. $145. inct. utilities. 1

~-or2 ~I.S q~~~~~~ giW
Main. call 457-7901 after 6 p.m . 203B

CounlB:'-5041.
$130

10xS5 trailer. Towne &
~B 1-4 people. 2 bedrm. ph .

C'dale apt .• nice. all elec .• 1 IxIrm ..
married or male stu. Oller 21 . $110
mo .• immed. possession. 2 mit. from
campus. no dogs. Robinson Rental·s.
549-2533.

BB923

~:I~r~=ted~~~lnished.
& fall contracts.

~I .

~mer

now or summer. ph. 549-8621.

~=:. ~~ac~~~
8200.
230B
Trailers and :r,:ex trailer apts. now

~~6.~~·6~· or

::k

AVAI LABlE APRI l 13
681·1168·(8-51
SoI9~n

Phone 457-4422

~~I~.~ :;,\~t'Jm~ a:r~:

furn .. Georgetown·Trails West .
available now. 1st. 549-1853. 2nd. 684·
3555.
BB895
Trailer lOIs. good rOilds and patios.
616 E • . Park. 457-6405.
81B
Eff. apt. for girls spr. Qt .• private.
$110 mth .. 2 girls in
$210 qt.
~~T Towers. 504 . RawJ~

T.'"

Eff. apt. for boy

or girls

,='i;'

Qt••

~::,.~ ~o-n:osols~n~·sJ~·

BB901

( II ELP

WJ'~TED J

/V(.ISicalgrOl4) with IIOcalist or Single
for codctail lotroge entertairvnent.
The Uptowner. Marion. 993-3111 for
appointment.
290C

KARATE SCHOOL
116 N. III. 2nd l l o o r - l _
lrd cI(I. bIadt boll. certif1ed
i _ _ ly.
yr. In C'dale.
~. Wed .. Fri. 4-S:30
~

T_.~~7 : 30
s.t
.. SUn. 10:_ _12

VI~~;~

Nm. tms .• 1-2-3 bedrooms. _II. sp.•
sum .• fall. red. rates. Chlc:k's Ren·
tals. 104 S. Mllrion. 549-3374. BB902

Typang & Keproductlon

Services
~_TypingonIllMQ.;>IItyOlf·

--

011 Printing EdiIIng.
_
T_ _
__
- "--

~T"""'"UoI

QuicltCCllOY

NO REASONABLE OFFER

REF~&S RENTALS
104 S. Marlon
549-3314

:=S
..fl~~0~3fl~
MIIin. C'dale.. ph. 457-5115.
293E

For fast praIessIonal service an yolr
stereo. 8 trtc.. and cassette eIJIipmenl.
call JdwI Friese. -"dIIVS after 5 or
Sat .• 457-7151.
2NE
Student papers. ~. boOks typed .

~PI::a~ ::~~'r::'

vice. AuthorS Offla!. next door to
Plaza Grill. Sl9-6931 .
BEaI)

LoW to our

feI_.

and I......re ...... 1 0 _

Him_In .........

WhI!re are the Trlnlr.rler1
Sisters? In Nlllrion 11I1naI• •
where they _ _ the OUCh.
by Prayer and ~,-1oI1c ~.

T""",ing. OIIechizir1!. - i n g

among Prisoners. helping the _ _
vlsiling the licit arc! the Aged
and as Mi.._
....-...I.
WELCONE!
For lurther lnIomIiIllon write to:
_
SUperior.

Trinitarian SIs1en.
Russell Street.

IlOO North

VW service. get yolr VW ~ for

f ____
LO_R_-...I1

~==:i;'~EY:S~

apt . ... <kIri~

evenings.

152E
Tailless. tiger striped killan. 611
W. Owry • Marcus - U . 23IG

KARATE CLASSES

tor women
ISSHlNRYU kARA,[E SCHOOL
116 N. Illinois. 2nd floor
Sel. SUn-9:30 a.m.· IO:30
f'ee..410 pro """,In
I nIo COli SoINIIlI (1-.0 pm)

Small. red. J.legged dog. please call
549-8257. we 10lie her.
:mG
Mens suede COiIt and stapwatch in
Ccmm. Bldg .• MIIrch 30. please call
549·1257. reward offered.
231G

All invited to join So. Dancers
Wor1<shap every Tues. & Thurs. in
Furr. begimers 5:3IH:30 p.m .• ad·
VWlCed 7:30-9:30 p.m.
BE921
Free creative dance classes for
children in Furr every Sat. of spr.
qtr .• children age 4·9 from 10-11 a .m .•
age 10-12 from 11-12 a.m.
BE922
Spr'ing is here! Painting done inexpen'
sovely. I n!erier·Exterior. for free
estimate call 549-1~ anytime day or
nite.
232E

Z'::1~1~'~-p~:

3723.

264E

Tape recorder service by exper.
technician. most brands. fast serv.•

houses, mobile homes,

Ioatted In 0 I _ 1 e. erM>
OreN'" a. carterville
merried or singles
' Iowes! rates In 0IrbInIa1e a .... •
IISk lor Bill or Pemy S646I2

Det s

of l ke 'o"""ed 2 ml.
nortn of Ramada Onn
on New Era Rd .. OIrtJaldale

PRICE WAR!
PLEASANT VALLEY TR.

all sizes & types

apl . fum ished Utlillies Paid ex·
cept lights 10 min. drive from campus *
Duptex frailer married or single only no

~

Eff. apts .• ph. 457-53Cl. pets welame.
~. S. Washington. sgle. dbIe'B~

apts.

Trailer in country. marrieds or s ingle
male. no pets. ph. 4..<]-2636.
262B

UNEXPECTED VACANCY

Fer Summer & Fall

New delux 2 & 3 IxIrm. trailers for

~ ~:~"s':~!'·32~rpet. ra~

Free. one mo. free renl on 2 IxIrm ..
unfur. apt •• $160 mo.• only 2blks. from
campus. call 549-1913 after 5 p .m .•
call soon. offer good only a limited
time.
261B

~ii=.' ;"":l"!'tt"~~~9-= r~~

STUDENT RENTALS

Passport. jab lIIlPIication. and 10
phoIas. ore day senrioe! Also fast

~i:m~::"'~:t.;..I=

2 bdr. hOme. 2A5 Lewis Ln .• 3 to 6
students. _il . immed .• call 457-4334.
BBm

the TrinUarw..
LeI .. PrcM ...,

GcxIIs·for ..... · _
...' . .
trulv _ _All
III' our
services
_mono
I...

Unusual 3 1xIrm. apt.. S550 term. Incl.

~1~~~lrk~. campus'B~

tr_

came
Join
.......

~~~~~ServI~
~
10216E

roomy. call Bob Kern. ~. 263B

loG mo.. Ind. 811. _
,...,. call ~ after 6.
2116F_
~.

_

549-6778

_R&R Janitorial

~cef~
~IUX~tci-~
pi lances. air. 1leautitul. spacious.

2 girls need 1 girl for nice 3 bdrm.

1 roommate needed. 3 bedrm . house.

~~needed. call 54H782 or 4Sl-362S.

•

~r~~~~eo::.;

Now Taking Contracts

new central a ir. C·ville. call 549-8200.

•

tumiShed. 0liIutauqua. 549-0011 .
10111lB

~~:
& ~~~i~. !or~'nc:::s
mo.. call aft. 5:30. 985-4445.
200B
201B

•

/Iof1I •• 2-1x1r.• . - . furniShed. a.c .• _11
to _II carpet.. wood panelled. _ter

4663.

JaM Henry .s7·S7J6

Rm. for rent. kitch .. wash & dryer. all

~TV

call anytime 549-3344.

tJJ7 E . Park
For AppoOnlmenl 0111

.........
tv"'_
bedrGm. s.NID. 2II5F

~

trW .... _

NEEDED
YOUNG GIRLS
In Love with God

Window Washing
&
Carpet Shampooing

FORn&73

NOW LEASING
SUMMER-FALL
New Luxury 2 Bedroom

~~ ~~~~. $100 mo.• ~~

VI lLAGE RENTALS
457-4144

APPLICATIONS TAKEN

GARDEN PARK
ACRES APTS.

Rooms furnished. all util . inc:Juded.
air <Xlnd .• swim pool. restauraln and

CAll :

~,tyPlltrd

fum .• attractive. 2 bdnn .• S51-1~
per mo.• 457-8145 or 457.

1758

4 contracts. two trlrs.. Pleasant
Valley Trlr. Ct .• 549-3967 after 4 p.m.

$p.

=

. ~ 12x52 mobile harne. air

=~~~~,e
&·'lII14.
100178

Wanted. roommate to share apt .• two
blodts from campus. call 549-30n.

House.

549-2379 or 549-IAI8

~~~=~
r'cvt~i.:l~·::::
·XJinls. cartdIna'. rokr &-8637. 2IME

lOO51B

Rate reduced for Summer.
t t's 8eeUtifUl!!!

•

AL.5O EX1&IIOR I'NNTIIGUOHT CNFemfY-4ENEIW. HOtIIE
fIIEIWIfiS.NO JOB roo SllAU.

Piano 1esDII. begimI~ and advM-

acc.lJ:i,'

=.es~. '1.20caT"~:JIe.ifler 6

'''-1Btion 10 ClIIT1DUS?

•

. . I'1/INfS AVfNICJf
•
IIDOII IN ~ Iftc.I
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Why hassle with

•

~TUDENTS-HOMEOWNER

Pasture Wet for _ _

WILSON HALL

SUmmer Contracts

•

Werlt!

Classifleds

Aetlon

~~a~;e~iW54~eq· ~~

:'raphJ.in~~ngsa ~T:S

catr

photos. anything.
Gary ' s
Freelance Photogrpahy. 923 N.
Almand. 549-7866. reasonable. ISlE

DRAFT AND MI LI TARY
COUNSELING
Reserves, RO TC
Emigration, CO
Deferments,
In- Service Ref.
Make Appointments by
ph.-vislt
COUnseling Hours:
Min-Fri ":30 arid Fri. 8-

3
at Student Christian
Foundation.
913 S. Illinois Ave.

549-7387
TV. radio. & stareo ..-Ir

Magician & clown. any occasion. Call
Jamie-PO. 4Sl-562A.
102181

A new CQfI1pIete line 01 fraternity &
sorority sportswear. mugs. paddles.
favors. trophies',!jewelry. Compare

~;r~~.~:~~

207 W. Walnut. 549-.4031. stuclent
owned.
l0055J

COlorado Alpine

--Adventures

21012dr(~

IntoflwYirglnwlldl

munopolled~ .

Fran

as

Special ~ AII8IIa111e
p.o. _ llC17 DIIMr. ID2Ii

eyclesport. I nc. P ~

IIIOIOrCyck>

Moto Cross Races
., tho

GREENBRIAR
RACEWAY
• mi. Eo of Carllondale ...
RL D .... I~ me No.. III

G_riarRd.

_R_

Sua. ApnI'. 1pm.

II¥ ••

~ ~ inItnIdartcio~

T rPIIV. ecIItq. nwucrIpIs. Wm

'**" .... ~.S-=

( . , . . - . ' .... m.1
Ref~P.riuJIII.

AD cycles must be muf·
fled Nt,:: ...... era. ",,",I.
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IRS notifies Board
of wage violations
By RlcIIard IAreu
Daily EIYPdu 8&a1f Writer

SIIt"dIy, April II, ffl12 -

Vd. 57, No.

The SIU Board mTrustees has been
notified by the Springfield office or the
Internal Revenue Service <IRS> that
saJaries paid to four University perso~
nel violate the nation's wage control
regulations.
Three officials notified by the IRS
that their current salaries violate c0ntrols are David R. Derge, president or
SIU at Carbondale; John S. Re~
dleman, SIU president at Edwardsville; and James M. Brown, chief or
board staff. A foorth notice was sent to
Robert G. Layer, former president of
SIU at Carbondale, for the salary he
received while president
The foor raises in question were part
ma group mraises the board approved
in December. The saJary increases
amoonted to aboot 18 per cent for
Brown, Rendleman and Layer, when
rlgUred individuaUy. Derge's raise was
about 32 per cent The standard pay i~
crease allowed by the Pay Board is 5.5
per cent
SIU Board Chairman Harold R.
Fischer said Friday that he has c~
suited with other members mthe board
and that they have authorized the
board's attorney, Richard. Gnany, to
ask for an opportunity for the board to
exe,1ain its action to IRS officials.
'We were completely aware m the
regulations when we set salaries for the
two presidents and the chief m board
staff," Fischer said. "I am afraid the
IRS has assumed that these salaries
were simply salary increases, and that
is not accurate at alL
"Last August the board took action to
separate the administrative function m
the University at Carbondale and Edwardsville and place each University
under its own president At the same
time it established the chief of board
staff as a permanent officer. We did not
give the men a salary increase when
they were promoted and waited until
wage regulations were annoonced in
November.
"The salaries paid to the two
presidents reflect the change from their
responsibility as campus chanceHors to
University presidents. These salaries
are very much in line with similar
salaries paid to similar officials with
similar responsibilities. I am sure the
IRS will recognize this when we explain
the full details to them.
Melvin R. Mill, public information officer of the IRS in Springfield, said the
IRS had confirmed the information
released by SIU to the effect that
notices m violation were issued against
SIU and four employes for payment and
acceptance m salaries in excess of the
guidelines established under the
Stabilization Act ~ 1970 as amended.
"When a notice ~ violation is issued,
the violator is given an opportunity to
request, within 48 hours, for an informal conference," MiD said.
" When a conference is not requested
or if, after a conference, the principals
are determined to be in violation, the
case is referred to the Justice Department for furth~r action."
Gruny said Friday he understands
the IRS conside.r s the three positions 0ccupied by Derge, Brown and Rendleman as one bargaining unit Under
this rule, the 5.5 per cent increase could

"8 .

A rt talks back
Those critics who offer " unkind" rerT\8rl(s about pieces of art in shows finally met an
art object that seemed to be offering its reaction in retum. The unique mask is on
display in the University Museum's exhibit entitled "Melanesia: Art and Environment"
which opened Friday in the Mobile Exhibit Hall on campus. The show, slated from 9
am. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m., will run through June 15. (Photo by Jay Needleman)

'U-senate control of Expro disputed
By Jaa TraadlHa
Dally EgyptiaD S&aff Writer
University Legal Coonsel Richard
Mager has advised the Campus
. Management Committee that the
University Senate does not have
jurisdiction concerning Expro n.
Mager's report, discussed at the campus ma nagement meeting Friday afternoon, also stated that Expro II falls under the jurisdiction of the School ~
Joornalism.
In othe r action, the committee
decided to request appointment of
Page 16. Daily Egyptian. Apri l 8. 1912

Oliver Halgerson, SIU safety officer, to
the safety and security subcommittee
and renew its recommendations to the
U-Senate concerning parking facilities
and budget matters ~ the Student Ce~
ter.
The committee will recommend that
the U-8enate accept the repon ~ the I~
terim Board on Expro n and also refer
it to the School ~ Joornalism for their
own decision on the matter.
if Expro 11 or a plan like it was implemented, editorial power on the Daily
Egyptian would be given to a board

m

students. This woold pre-empt the
position ~ the Board m Trustees as
publisher m the Daily Egyptian, and it
is likely the Board woold then rec0mmend termination m the Daily Egyptian altogether, Robert Campbell,
graduate faculty representative and
chairman of the management commit·
tee said.
Rather than set up a new subcommittee solely for safety, Campbell will
request appointment of Oliver Halgerson as ex ~ficio member with voting
rights to the present safety and security
committee.

•

be apportioned however the board
decides, Gruny said. He also said he expects a meeting with IRS officials
"probably toward the end of next
week."
When the raises were approved,
Layer was receiving $311,000 a year as
president of SIU-C. The president's
salary was increased to $t5,000 a year . '
for the remainder of Layer's term. He ..
currently receives $34,100 as chairman
m the Department m Economics. The
president's salary was increased to
$50,000 a year when Derge took meice
on Feb. 1.
Rendleman and Brown had their
salaries increased $7,000 a year, from
$38,000 to $t5,OOO-raises m 11.4 per
cent The two officials also are provided
housing. A University News Service f'
release said aU four offacials have set
aside the raises and that only two m
Layer's checks reflect the questioned
increases. Thursday he deposited a
check with the University for the
amoont of the difference questioned,
pending any appeal, the statment said.
ApparenUy, the amoonts set aside
are aboot $00 a month for Rendleman,
Brown and Layer and $126 a month for
Derge. For Rendleman and Brown the ...
amount set aside would be approximatley $I,MO for the four months
the increase has been in effect For
Layer, the amount would be approximaUey $aD for the two months he
received the increased salary. For
Derge, the amount set aside woold be
aroond $1,652.
Gnany said the amoonts to be set
aside were figured on the basis that the
IRS would allow a 5.5 percent increase ~
over previous salaries.
"The SIU board has been very
careful to observe both the letter and
the spirit of the wage control
regulations and liaS held salary increases within those guidelines,"
Fischer said. "The salaries being paid
to the SIU president and the chief or
board staff do not, in oor careful
opinion, violate those regulations."
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Daily Egyptian
wins SDXmark
of excellence

ST. LOUIS (AP) - The student f
newspaper at' Southern IUinois University at Carbondale was judged the outstanding college newspaper, and
University mNebraska students topped
winners in writing competition Friday
night in a Sigma Delta Chi contest
The sm newspaper, the Daily Egyptian, was the flrSt-place winner in the
mark m excellence competition, ~
volving 12 colleges and universities in "
the midwest
Second place in the overaU exceUence
category went to the Daily Kansan m
the U niversity ~ Kansas. The U niversity of Nebraska newspaper won third
place.
The winners were announced Friday
night at Sigma Delta Chi' s annual
region 7 conference in St Lwis. SDX is
a proCessional journalism society.
Nebraska students took the top
awards in four writing and photography
categories, and had the only dooble
first-place winner.
Barbara Williams ~ Avon, Conn., a
former Nebraska joornalism student at
Northwestern, won first-place awards
in the ca~ories of newswriting and
best nonfiction writing in a magazine.

Gus

Bo(le
Gus says it's a week after April Fools and
the Board is still trying to fool someone.
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